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PISTOL TOTING IS
A COSTLY LUXURY.
Miguel Herrera of Pojoaque Is Fined
$50 by Judge Mechem Carl O.
Carlson Case is On.
That it takes almost as much money
to carry a revolver as a first class,
high power motor car tire, was discov
ered today by .Miguel Herrera, of
Pojoaaue. who was fined $50 by Judge
Mechem for carrying a deadly weapon. Herrera was hailed into the dis
trict court on the charge of assault
with a deadly weapon. His bond was
forfeited and a bench warrant was
issued. He came into court finally and
Dlead guilty to the charge of carrying
a deadly weapon and the fine was im
posed. He has eight or ten days to
rustle for the money.
Much of the afternoon session of
the court was taken up with the case
of the Territory vs. Carl O. Carlson.
The defendant waived formal arraign
ment and entered a plea of not guilty
to the charge of assaulting George
Dietzel some months ago. Assistant
District Attorney C. C. Catron represented the Territory and Attorneys
Renehan and Davies the defendant.
The case of Ignacio Arroyo of Gal- isteo has been set for this afternoon.
He is charged with assault.

a,
Who Pays the Taxes?
One quarter of the assessment in PLAYING FOR NATIONAL
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP.
San Miguel county Is- laid on the
i BrooHly; MasiC. Sept. 17. W. C,
railroads,, or. to be mjre9act
Fownes, Jr., of the Oakmont Club,
per cent. Other classes of property
are assessed as follows: City blocks Pittsburg, was four up on Warren W.
Wood of Homewood. Chicago, at the
and improvements 24.56 . per cent;
24.- end of the first eighteen holes played
erazing lands and improvements
improve for the National Golf championsmp
33, agricultural lands and
cauie here this morning. The Pittsburg
ments 5.35, merchandise
3.72, banks 3.03, sheep 2.43, light and player is the veteran of many chammules
and
mucn
was
horses
tournaments
and
1.64,
nionshin
water plants
steadier than his ODDOnent. who found
1.40, all other classes 5.5.
Official Election Returns.
considerable difficulty controlling Ihis
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa ball in the high wind.
has thus far received the election returns from fifteen counties. The two for certificate
of construction and licounties which reported today were:
to appropriate, the projects of
cense
Baker
W.
Union Republican, George
the Cerro Ditch Company, of the Ca- 1288; Eufracio F. Gallegos 133; F. O.
bresto
Irrigation Lake Company, the
Field 1277, and Candelario Vigil 1323
Ditdh Company of Questa and
Citizens
Fran1006;
A.
Pace
John
Democratic,
Rito de la Llano Ditch Company. He
969;
E.
A.
Brossier
cisco Miera 1000;
examined the project of B. G. Randall
Luciano Castillo 1017. Sierra county
for license to appropriate. He also
214.
Republican, Frank H. "Winston
measured the stream flow of the Rio
Democratic, Edward T. Tittman 223.
Cabresto, Red River, Lucero,
Latir,
Incorporation.
Fernando de Taos, Taos and
Pueblo,
this
were
filed
Incorporation papers
examined
the project of the Ranchos
forenoon in tlhe office of Territorial
- Orchard and Land Company of Taos
Secretary Nathan Jaffa by El Inde- and. took
samples of the water of the European countries awarded ihim medpendiente Publishing Company of Rio Lucero, Red River and Rio Pueb- als for bravery.
divid
at
$10,000
Las Vegas, capitalized
be analyzed at the College of
ed Into 100 shares. The company be- lo, to
WANT BARBERS TO HAVE
and Mechanic Airts,
Agriculture
The
gins business with $2,000 capital.
arDEGREE OF D. T.
a
under
Park,
Incorporators and directors are:
will result in the
Romero 18 shares; Lorenzo rangement which
in the near future of the Union Leader is Working to Elevate
Delgado, statutory agent. 1 share publication
' Profession and to Do Away
the flowing waters of the
of
analysts
of
1
all
C.
Ilfeld
share,
and Louis
With "Tip" Evil.
Miller
Assistant
Engineer
Territory.
Las Vegas.
(has sent the following circular to
Change In Agents.
Pittsburg, Sept. 17. A movement
The Hatchet Cattle Company of Co- newspapers:
see is on foot among the barbers themto
I
Sir
"Dear
you
at
Hachita,
with
headquarters
lorado,
selves for a
barbery" and the
Grant county, today filed a certificate if I could get a list of people inter- elevation of "tipless
to a detheir
profession
in
in
ested
for
your
irrigation
pumping
of change of agent. M. H. Everhart
or
T."
Doc
"Tonsorial
"D.
of
gree
to
circulate
We
wish
among
succeeding M. T. Everhart in that section.
tor." J. C. Shannessy, general organbulletins
them
various
regarding
capacity.
same. This is a little plan we have izer of the International Barbers
Change in Charter.
to put in the way of farmers Union is prompting the movement and
Comdevised
and
Electric
The Roswell Gas
is urging Pennsylvania to adopt a lisecby pumping circulars, catalogues, bulpany today filed in the territorial
cense
plan whiSh is already law in
to
will
be
helpful
retary's office a certificate of amend letins, etc., that
ment of its incorporation relative to them in their works. We have Just nineteen states.
dividends, location of plant and lines made an arrangement with the Agri- EXTRACTED BULLET AFTER
cultural College to supply bulletins on
of wires.
FORTY-SIYEARS.
pumping ifor irrigation to any person
Notaries Public Appointed.
to
we
also
We
may desire.
plan
Governor
Mills today appointed
on Major R. Waugh of
John M. Hedgecoke of Endee, Quay write the various manufacturers of Operation
First Virginia Infantry at
to
- engines and pumps asking
them
and
David
of
PojoaQuintana
county,
Colorado Springs.
que, 'Santa Fe county, to be notaries forward their catalogues to these peoin
not
are
interested
We
any
ple.
public.
Colorado Springs, Sept. 17. After
company and will have mailed a varieDelegate to Irrigation Congress.
years embedded in
Governor
Mills today appointed ty of catalogues from different compa- spending forty-siGeneral B. J. Viljoen of La Mesa, nies so that the party can select Ihis the leg of Major R. Waugh of the
We are planning this First Virginia Infantry, a ball was
Dona Ana county, an additional dele- own machine.
gate to the irrigation congress at for the Mimbres and Tartales sec- yesterday extracted by surgeons. The
bullet was received at the battle of
.
tions.
Pueblo, Colorado.
"Would you ask the proper party to Newmarket in May 1864, caused no
County Commissioner Appointed.
Governor Mills today accepted the forward this office sudh a list or put : inconvenience until recently. Major
resignation of Pedro Lucero y Tor- me in communication with the proper Waugh will recover.
res of Plnos Wells, as county commis source."
WORLD'S BASEBALL
sioner from the third district, TorThe Outbreak at Springer.
CHAMPIONSHIP CONTEST.
rance county, and appointed to sucGovernor Mills received a later receed him Juan de Dios Sanchez, of port about the break for liberty by
Duran.
the boys at the reform, school, than Will Begin on October 16 on National
Arrested for Violating Game Laws. that published in another column. It
League Grounds in Chicago-De- tails
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable was seems that 28 boys were involved in
Not Yet Arranged.
today officially informed of the arrest the conspiracy to get away and that
of Paul Ellis and J. A. Davis of El the three boys mentioned were the
Chicago, 111., Sept. 17. According to
Paso at Cloudcroft, for shooting
ringleaders and attacked. Assistant President Herman, of the national
deer in James canon, Otero county. Superintendent Sample with a
commission, the meeting to decide the
serious Injuries. details for the world's baseball chamThey were fined $50 each.
inflicting
Two boys named Keenan, not inmates pionship will not be held for two
Inspected Irrigation Works.
Assistant Territorial Engineer C. D. of the institution, hearing tlhe com- weeks at least. It Is said, however,
Miller returned last evening from a motion, came in and helped in. restor- that the opening game will be played
stream measurement and inspection ing order. For a time excitement ran on, Sunday, October 16, on the National1 League grounds in Chicago.
trip in Taos county. He . examined high at Springer.
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in Such Cases.

The climate data for northwestern
New Mexico, including Santa Fe, gathered so carefully by the government
for the past thirty-fivand more years,
have been analyzed and compiled by
Section Director Charles B. Linney
and are presented in a most graphic
manner in a publication Just from
press. The precipitation charts and
the data of the dischage of the Rio
Grande at Rio Grande station, are- - of
especial value. The introduction says:
There are a few marked topographical features in District No. 5 that
should be borne in mind in a study of
e

the climate
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Charles Schwab Lands Contract for Steel Works at
Bethlehem, Pa.
BEETS

UNCLE

OF

EMPEROR

Prince Tsai Tsun at San Francisco
to Confer With Iron
Master.
17.
This
San Francisco, Sept.
that Charles
morning it is stated
Schwab, president of the Betlhelehem
Steel Company, is here to meet Prince
Tsai Tsun, uncle of the emperor of
China in this city this week to close
a deal for the building of a fleet of
war vessels for China. The Chinese
prince arrived in port on Monday or
According to John
Tuesday.
president of - the Union
Works of San Francisco, China wants
a dozen or fifteen ships.

IT'S THE SUGAR TRUST
THAT WILL BE DISSOLVED.
But It Will Cost Just as Much as Now

to Sweeten Coffee at Breakfast Table.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 17. A petition for the dissolution of the
Sugar Trust will be filed in the
United States court at New Tork
probably next week. This is an action
entirely independent of the Indictments which were found some time
ago against the American Sugar Refining Company and some of !t officials.

butch-erknlf-

NEW ORLEANS GAINS ONLY
18.1 PER CENT IN POPULATION.
Sept. 17. The
Washington, D;
population of New Orleans Is 339,076,
an increase of 51,971 or 18.1 per cent
over 1900.

C

of

the district.

First, the

Rio Grande valley, a narrow gorge
along its eastern border, lying close
to the base of the Sangre de Cristo,
Sandia and Manzano nfountalns, from
the crests of which the descent is
rapid to the bed of the river, and the
valley over practically all of the distance is narrow, comparatively low in
altitude, hot, and dry, having, next to
the immediate San Juan valley, the
smallest precipitation of the district.
To the east and west of this narrow
valley the precipitation Increases rapidly with altitude, reaching, as a rule,
about 14.5 inches at 7,000 feet, and exceeding 20 inches at 10,000 feet, especially in the northern part of the
state, where heavy snows and severe
cold occur in the higher altitudes. To
the west of the Rio Grande, on the
western slopes of the San Juan range
In eastern Rio Arriba county, the
snowfall exceeds 100 inches annually.
Second, the great mesa or plateau
country in the southern part of the
district. This is broken across its
center bv the Gallina. Datil, and Tula- rosa mountains, forming a part of the
continental divide, but it extends well
beyond these into Arizona, a land of
vast dimensions, of much mal pais, of
few streams, and these small and
and of moderate rainfall,
averaging from 13 to 15 inches, but ap
proaching 20 inches toward its southern boundary, where it ascends to the
higher reaches of the Black range. Ex-1

tending nortnwara trom tnis piaieau,
nearly the same precipitation conditions continue along and near to the
continental divide until it nears the
Colorado border, where the average
acain rises to 17 or 18 inches in north
ern Rio Arriba county, and also prob
ably equals this in the higher parts oi
the Valles, or Jeniez range, the Cebol-letand the Zuni ranges.
Third, the San .Tuan Valley, with its
very scanj precipitation, and its comparatively low altitude. The main
streams traversing this region rise in
the high mountains of Colorado, which
receive heavy snowfall and give abund
ant flow of water, causing this valley
to give unusual promise of extensive
and successful irrigation. Along the
lower reaches of the San Juan river in
New Mexico the precipitation falls be
low 6 inches annually, and is tne low
DIRIGIBLES
est in thi state, but the amount ex
ceeds 8 inches in eastern San Juan
conntv. and 15 inches where the
border in
S stream crosses the Colorado
northern Rio Arriba county.
The continental divide is a meandering linn of low mountains, known as
Will Revolutionize Tactics the Cajita Blanca, from the Colorado
range,
and Strategy, Says French border southwest to the Zuni
more than 8,000 feet in altitude.
rarely
Minister of War
From the Zuni and Oso mountains in
northwest Valencia county it passes
southeastward across the plateau to
SURPRISE MOVEMENTS
PAST the Datil range, thence south across
the southern portion of the plateau to
Sothe Black range in south-centrArmy Manueuvers in France corro county, at no point attaining a
Have Demonstrated Utility very great altitude, "or giving rise to
in
any streams of importance, except
of Air Machines.
the extreme southwest border of the
and
district, where the San Francisco
Grand Villiers, France, Sept. 17.
Gila rivers rise, flowing southwest-warthe
General Brun, the minister of war
Into Arizona.
and the interior, and the French
The snowfall of the district shows
imover
the
are
enthusiastic
army
an increase in amount with altitude;
provement in the dirigible balloons
thus the lower portions of the Rio
during the military maneuvers which
and the San Juan valleys are
Grande
ended today. The military experts
snowfall, the
are unanimous in their opinion that practically without
than 10 inches
the air machines are destined not only amounts averaging less
to about 30
to play an important part in war, but annually. It Increases
mountain
on
slopes at an
the
inches
will modify greatly if not revolutionexceeds 50
and
7,000
of
feet,
ize airmy strategy. Heretofore
it has altitude
Over the
been almost impossible to concentrate inches at 8,000 to 9,000 fet.
dimovements and troops, and surprise northern portion of the continental
movements practically will be elimi- vide, however, greater sonwfall occurs,
and it is probable that the fall is
nated.
greater at the same altitudes over the
ATTEMPT AT ASSASSINATION
great plateau, for the annual average
IN THE WEST INDIES. at Fort Wingate is practically 40
inches. As previously noted, the region
Unknown Man Who Has Escaped, of greatest fall is on the crest and the
Fired Two Shots Into Carriage
higher westren slopes of the San Juan
of Gov. Guadalupe.
range in northeastren Rio Arriba
Pointe a Pitre, Guadaloupe, Sept. 17 county, where the fall exceeds 100
An attempt was made to assassinate inches annually.
the governor today. Two shots were
Thoro are few davs with precipita
fired into the governor's carriage tion in the drier portions of the dis
which was occupied by the president trict, probably leas than zt a year iu
of the court and other officials.
No the lower Rio Grande and the lower
one was injured. The assassinator es- San Juan valleys, increasing to about
40 days a year in the vicinity of Albucaped.
querque and the Estancia valley counMILE IN AUTOMOBILE IN
try and to 50 days a yea rover the
LESS THAN 50 SECONDS. Continental divide, the Great Plateau,
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept 17. Ralph the upper San Juan and the upper Rio
de Palmea broke the world's auto rec- Grande valleys, while over the moun- ord for a mile on the 'Syracuse track.
Time 491-- seconds.
(Contlnued on Page Eight)
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Temperature and Precipitation "A Fool There Was" Just as
Figures for This Part of the
There Always Is

Having been educated in Santa Fe, over New Mexico. Mr. Montoya beowning property in Santa Fe and al- lieves in and will see to it with the
ways a loyal and powerful friend of aid of the members of the convention
the Ancient City, it will be natural that his own people be guaranteed
for Santa Feans to welcome warmly equal and complete rights and privias one of the delegates to the consti- leges with every other citizen of the
tutional convention next month, the new state and will insist with all his
Hon. Nestor Montoya, former speaker ability and power to see that such
of the House, editor and manager of rights be plainly and unequivocally
La Bandera Americana, aid a well written in the constitution.
Mr. Mon
known orator in both the English and toya believes also firmly that one of
j
Spanish languages.
the greatest safeguards for his people
Mr. Montoya was chosen as a dele- now and in the future will be their
gate to the constitutional! convention complete and general education, which
from Bernalillo county and was elect- - j step he has aided very materially
ed by nearly a thousand majority. He, through the newspapers he has pubwas educated in St. Michael's coNege lished for the last thirty years in the
in its early days and is recognized as leading cities of the Territory, he beone of our ablest and best informed ing now editor and manager of La
citizens in New Bandera Americana, one of the leadMexico and without doubt will be a ing Spanish newspapers of New Mexvaluable member of that body and ico, published at Albuquerque.
Mr. Montoya is the father of five
help in the writing of a sound consti-- '
tution looking to the best interests bright children, three boys and two
of the whole people.
girls, the eldest boy and girl being
Mr. Montoya was a member of the graduates from leading New Mexico
educational institutions. His three
House in the legislature of 1889-9from San Miguel county, when he with youDijr children are still at school
and and all are proficient in the use df
others introduced, supported
lanboth the Spanish and English
passed the first common public school
law for New Mexico which is in force guages.
Mr. Montoya's
greatest ambition
today and which has been the nucleus
from which has been developed our has always been and is to see his
present system of public schools. He own people educated, which at the
the doctrine that righteousness exalt-et- was also speaker of the House in the present is proceeding at a rapid pace,
a nation;."
legislature of 1902-- and member of respected and happy as well as prothe territorial council for Bernalillo tected fully in their rights as AmeriHERO OF BATTLE OF
county in 1905-6- , so that the gentle- can citizens, and to that end as he
MANILA BAY IS DEAD. man has had considerable legislative has done in the past, he will devote
assiduously his remaining career. He
experience.
Succumbed at El Paso Had Been
descends in direct is in the prime of life and activity. A
Mr. Montoya
and
Awarded Carnegie and Other
line from the leading family of that finished orator in both English
Medals for His Bravery.
name who came here with the first Spanish he will take an active part
settlers and discoverers of the coun- in tlie constitutional convention and
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 17. Frank try in the misty past, and branches the formation of a fundamental law for
Beertain, who was voted a medal by of which family extend and live all his own native state.
Congress for heroism at the battle of
Manila Bay, died here yesterday. He
was a member of the crew of Admiral
Dewey's flagship, the Olympia, and
IN
when the Spanish flagship was sinking carried a line aboard her, saving
nearly two hundred lives. Several

-
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Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 17 Theodore
Roosevelt is deiendlng his new nationalism today as was especially indicated in the title of his address at
the state fair. "The New National"The
ism and the Old Morality."
new
nationalism," he reiterated,
"means nothing but the application to
new conditions of certain old and
fundamental moralities. It means in
addition to meet tlhe new problems of
the present day in the spirit in which
Lincoln and the men of his date met
their new problems. To his critics,
Colonel Roosevelt put this issue: "If
any pairty is willing to take the other
side of the proposition of which complaint is made, it would be a good
thing to have the issue before the
people, for in the end tlhe people would
most certainly decide in favor of the
principles embodied in the new nationalism for otherwise this counti-could not continue to be a true re-- j
The
public, a true
democracy."
speaker followed with a justification
of his attack on the supreme court of
the United States, .saying ;he had
merely repeated the minority opinion
of the court itself and that he had an
illustrious precedent in the example
of Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln, he said, had been far more
outspoken than he himself has ever
been and so has President Taft, from
whose utterance of fifteen years ago
in favor of public criticism he quoted.
One vital and essential matter in all
Roosevelt
said,
public life Colonel
was honesty. Then taking up the immediate political situation he said:
"It is necessary and desirable that
there should be leaders but it is unnecessary and unpardonable that there
should be bosses. The leader leads
the people, the boss drives the people.
The leader gets his hold by an open
appeal to reason and the consent of
his followers, the boss keeps his hold
by manipulation, by intrigue, by secret and furtive appeal to many forms
of law, breaking and sometimes to the
very basest forms. Progress there
must be, but it must be wise, sober
and moderate if it is to be permanent.
Prosperity must be protected but it
is only the foundation for a lofty national life, raised in accordance with

Washington, D. C, Sept. 17. Indi
cations are that the letter written
by Charles D. Norton, secretary to the
President, to an unnamed Iowa politician, is the expression of the policy
of President Taft to be followed by
various departments of the govern
ment in their attitude in the matter
of patronage towards all Republicans,
whether they be Insurgents or regulars. The letter itself is a direct
statement that so far as patronage is
concerned the regular and insurgent
Republicans ranks look alike to the
President.

C1LIERI
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Condensed Synopsis of Cli- Love Seems to Have Flown
matic Data of Federal
and Money Is the
Weather Bureau
Solace

Governor Accepts Resignation of All the Republicans, Insurgents, Application of Certain Old and
Fundamental Moralities
Stand Patters and Regulars
County Commissioner and
Should Be Applied.
Look
Him.
Alike
to
Fills Vacancy.
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Boys in Cons-pirac- Letter to Unnamed Iowa He Justifies His Attack on
Politician Had Sanction
to Escape From
Supreme Court by President Lincoln
of Taf t
the Institution

Governor Mills returned last night
from Albuquerque with Colonel E. C.
Abbott, with whom he reviewed the
four hundred men of the National
Guard who will go into camp at
Calif. The troops made a fine,
soldierly appearance, said the governor, and New Mexico has every reason to feel proud of them. The first
section left Albuquerque promptly at
9:30 o'clock yesterday forenoon, and
the second section at 9 : 40 a. m.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
tcday reecived the following funds:
Quay county $380.63; Curry county
$828.26, from game warden $27.75.
Taxpayers of New Mexico.
New Mexico has 56,000 tax payers
or about as many as there were votes
cast at the election in 1908 for territorial delegate. The number by counties is as follows:
....4,500
Bernalillo
4400
Chaves .
3450
Colfax

'4...

17, 1910

t
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j
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e- York, Sept. 17. Russell Osborne, counsel for Lina Cavalleiri, the
singr, said today tlhat his client proposed to fight for her rights and was
coming to this country to see to it
that the
agreement whereby Robert Winthrop Chandler turned
over to the diva what is said to be his
fortune, was carried out. Mr. Os.
borne flatly denied that Mine. Cavalier! had accepted the compromise
rather than mix in litigation, "lime.
Cavalierf," he said, "will stand on her
riitfits and she is coming over here
to see tbat she gets them."

Cavalieris Contract.
New York, Sept. 17.

The

agreement between Robert Winthrop Chanler of this city and his
bride, Una Cavalieri, the prima donna
of Paris, was filed today in the office
of the register of New York county.
Mme. Cavalieri's full
name ia
given as Natalina Cavalieri, spinster,
an Italian subject, residing In Paris.
After defining the purpose of the
doubts that might exist, owing to the
different nationalties of the principals, as to the law governing their
mutual property rights, the document
proceeds to state that "in consideration of the sum of one dollar paid and
said
intended marriage." Chanler
shall assign to his wife all his real
estate, all his Interest in the estate
of the late Mrs. Laura Delano, subject
to a mortgage of about $140,000, '"for
her sole and separate use absolutely."
The agreement then recites that in
consideration of the said intended
marriage and of the sum of $1 that
Mr. Chanler gives to Mme. Cavalieri
"all those three farms, known respectively as Cole farm, Chowell and
Benna farms in Red Hook, N. Y., approximately 350 acres and subject to
a mortgage of $6,000."
For the same consideration of one
dollar and the intended marriage, the
bridegroom "doth further covenant"
to pay his wife $20,000 a year in four
quaterly installments, "all payments
free from income or other taxes" and
"for the purpose of securing the pay
ment of tie said ?ee.rly sum ' . ljna
Cavalieri is constituted "his true and
lawful attorney, irrevocable" to collect the rents and profits."
Should the income from the real
estate prove insufficient at any time
to pay the $20,000 yearly agreed on, a
second power of attorney is conferred
to govern the income payable from
the fund held in trust for him by the
New York Life Insurance and Trust
Company.
Should this additional income still
prove insufficient, a third power of
attorney is conferred to govern the
income from the fund held in trust
by the Union Trust Company.
FOUR KILLED IN
FEUD ON UPPER GILA.
Report From Silver City That Jose
Montoya Shot Three Cowboys for
Slaying His Son.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 17. A mes
sage from Silver City states that Jose
Montoya yesterday shot and killed
three cowboys after the latter had
killed his son. The affair took place
on the upper Gila river, a hundred
miles from Silver City. Details were

not learned.

INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM
ARE A FAILURE SAYS BOUTELL.
17. Congressman
Chicago, Sept.
Henry S. Boutell, who was defeated
by nearly 1,000 votes in yesterday's
who
primaries by F. H. Gansbergen,

proclaims himself a progressive Republican, stated today that he would
run independently.
Mr. Boutell left today for Wash
ington and It is believed for Beverly

aso.

"I will run Independently and beat
my rivals on the simple
principles
of responsible representative government,' said Mr. Boutell. 'I place no
reliance in direct primaries. In my

d
district fewer than
of the
Republican voters went to tlje polls.
Pure Democracy always has been a
failure. The initiative and referendum, direct vote for senators these
are vagaries. The idea of 100,000,000
people trying to legislate direct on
subjects individually they do not un- derstand is a vagary.
one-thir-

THIRTEEN BALLOONS IN
LONG DISTANT CONTEST.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 17. Thirteen balloons will start this afternoon
in a long distance contest for the
American championship and (free for
all race. Favorable weather conditions prevailed this morning.
Pilot
John Berry of St. Louis, who won the
race last
American championship
year, with the balloon University City
is one of the contestants.
;
DALLAS, TEXAS, FAILS TO
REACH 100,000 MARK.

Washington, Sept. 17. The population of Dallas, Texas, is 92,104, an
Increase of 49,466 or 116 per cent
with 42,638 In 1900.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Wheat
imperial
Jersev Cream

II

Old

Pansy

WONDERFUL CURE

Flour

OF PSORIASIS
"I have been afflicted for twenty yean
with an obstinate skin disease, called by some
M. D.'s. psoriasis, and others leprosy, commencing on my scalp; and in spite of all I
could do, with the help of the most skilful
doctors, it slowly but surely extended until a
year ago this winter it cohered my entire
person In the form of dry scales. For the
fast three rears 1 have been unable to do any
labor, and suffering Intensely all the time.
Every morning there would be nearly a dust- Eanful of scales taken from the sheet on my
of them half as large as the envelope containing this letter, in the latter part
of winter my skin commenced cracking open.
I tried everything, almost, that could be
thought of, without any relief. The 12th ol
June I started West, In hope!) I could reach
the Hot Springs. 1 reached Detroit and was
so low I thought I should have to go to the
hcpltul, but finally got as far as Lansing,
One
Mich., where I luid a sMer living.
Dr.
treated me about two weeks, but did
me no good. All thought I had but a short
time to live. I earnestly prayed to die.
Cracked through the skin all over my back
across my ribs, arms, hands, limhs; feet badly
ls
swollen:
dead
came oft; finger-nai- ls
and hard as a bone; hair dead, dry and lifeless
as old straw. O my God! Iiow 1 did suffer.
"My sister wouldn't give up; said, 'We
will try Cuticura. ' Pome w as applitd on one
hand and arm.
Eureka! there wiis relief;
stopped the terrible burning sensation from
the word go. They Immediately got Cuticura
Resolvent, Ointment and Soap. I commenced
t
three times a
by taking Cuticura
day after rne'ils ; had a bath once a day, water
about blood heat; used Cuticura Soap freely;
applied Cuticura Ointment morning and evening. Result: returned to my home In just six
weeks from the time I left, and my skin as
smooth as this sheet of paper.
Hliam E.
Carpenter, Henderson, N. V."
The above remarkable testimonial was
written January 19, lf!80, and is republished
because of the permanency of the cure.
Under date of April 22, 1910, Mr. Carpenter
wrote from his present home, filO Walnut
St. So., Lansing, Mich.:
"I have never
suffered
a return of the psoriasis and
although manv years have passed I have
not forgotten the terrible suffering I endured
before using the Cuticura Remedies."

Bobolink
ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Also

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKET S
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

AP

CALL

rattle as a trophy." Cuervo Clipper.
From Poverty to Wealth Probate
Judge J. T. Evans last week granted
letters of administration to Mrs. D. P.
Epps in the estate of Lewis S. Owen,
deceased, he having died the 23rd of
last month, at Pioneer. He leaves an
estate valued at $15,000 which is left
to the only surviving heir, which is
his daughter, Mrs. Epps. Just a few
months previous to the death of Mr.
Owen, the daughter was left destitute
at Rockwood, Texas, with three small
children." Roswell Register Tribune.
Held to Grand Jury for Larceny
Eduardo Elias, of Anthony, Dona Ana
county, has been bound over to await
the action of the grand jury on a
charge of grand larceny and is now
in jail pending efforts to raise a 11000
bond. EMas is charged with having
taken three cuttings of hay from the
e
farm owned by Mrs. M. L.
Coe near Anthony. When a deputy

CARPENTER'S

No. 40

Tttaphona

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
l)Lanioiul8, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China Novelties,
Leatharanti Leather Ebony

AT NIGHTFALL.
the Youth's

The toys being put away, the brief
prayer said,
My mother came O soul serene,
benigh
And stayed a little time beside my
bed.
And leaning, placed
her soothing
hand on mine,
And sought to put my fearsome
thoughts to flight
As thus:
"You're sure you are not
lonely, dear?
You know that God is in the silent

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK

WORK IN OUR LINE

DONE TO

ORDER

That there is nothing for my child
to fear?"

JSend for pricps for tanning and lining'!
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

end my hands shall
emptied be,
And I must think upon the last low

When in the

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinis

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

bed,
You may

30

ROAD

words may set at rest the lurking dread.
But still your love walks with me on
my way
And still your presence through the
days endures;
So at the end, oh let me grasp, I pray,
The small, sure perfect wisdom that
was yours.

RISIMG

130

PICTURE FRAMING

IOC PALACE

RED

AVE

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Auto Burned
Up An automobile
belonging to H. G. Souders, the livery
stable proprietor at Estancia, caught
fire between Tajique and Mclutosh and
was wrecked.
Resisted an Officer Gregorio Rubio
at Las Vegas yesterday resisted Po
liceman Felix Garcia who wanted to
ft arrest him for fighting with a com
panion. Rubio was given 28 days in
jail.
Married at Estancia "Rev. B. 1Summers came down from Santa Fe
this morning to make happy Robert
Wolverton and Mrs. Agnes Muecke,
who he joined in the holy bonds of
matrimony at 2:30 this afternoon.- Mr.
Wolverton is an engineer on tJhe New
Mr. and Mrs. Wol
Mexico Central.
verton left on the evening train for
California where they will spend their
Estancia Herald.
honeymoon."
Almost Sat on Rattle Snake "On
Sunday last as Dr. and Mrs. Baker
and Miss Wilheim were eating their
lunch under a cedar tree, Mrs, Baker
hearing a buzzing and crying rattle
snake, sprang away as did the rest.
On inspection she had been sitting
within less than a yard of a five foot
velvet rattler as large as a man's
arm. The doctor exhibits a very large
-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

Grain,

LEO

HERSCH

Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
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$ 345 San Francisco St.
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Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
Cure every kidney 111.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem It a pleasure to corroborate the public statement I gave in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills about seven years ago. I
found them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunity
has been presented. For two years
I was in bad shape from backache and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to my notice,
I resolved to try them. They not only
drove away the backache, but regulated the passages of the kidney secretions and toned up my entire system. When my back has bothered me
during the past two and a Half years,
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
Pills and they have never failed to

bring relief."
For sale by all druggists. Price

IN DRY GOODS
OUR FALL & WINTER GOODS are

now arriving; Mens, Womens and Children Sweaters Newest Styles. A New
line of Trousers and Neckties all the
latest novelities. Mens & Boys Harvard
Suits Latest Styles.
A Swell line of
Mens Kenyon Overcoats and Raincoats

just received.

MAKE YOUR
SELECTION NOW.

50

Foster-Milbur-

' ml r'-

hWV

-
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AUTHOR HAS $75 ASSETS,
LIABILITIES OF $36,157.

FOB HALF A

PHONE
New York, Sept. 17. Caspar Whitney, the author, filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the United
States district court. He gives his
liabilities as $36,157 and his principal
unsecured creditor as Robert Bacon,
ambassador to France, whose claim
amounts to $29,000 for money loaned.
Whitney's assets consist of $75 in
bank.
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A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure
Tablet called Preventics is being
dispensed by druggists everywhere.
In a few hours, Preventics are said to
break any cold completely. And Preventics, bein so safe and toothsome,
are very fine for children. No Quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh nor

Sold by

Box of 48 25c.
sickening.
The Capital Pharmacy.

ATLANTIC CITY MAKES
GOOD GAIN IN POPULATION.
Washington, Sept. 17.
tion of Atlantic City, N.
an increase of 16,623 or
as compared with 27,838

popula-- .

The

J., is 44,461,
59.7 per cent1
in 1900.

i

ation.
Fon Chung, a Denver Chinese, was
ordered deported yesterday by Unit
ed States Commissioner Hinsdale. He
has ten days in which to file an

mm umwi
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

VOOuT'S BACK LINE!

The Key that unlocks success In Business Is giving customers
good value for their good money.
We have done this: That's why we have a big,
growing naraware
business.
If you've never dealt with us, "Brace up." It's time
you were getting acquainted with us.
.

WggSSAgS

"?Mf it'. Hardware

Coal

When Merit Wins

BARRANCA TO TAOS

When the medicine you take cures Meets Both North
South
your disease, tones up your system
Bounds
Trains.
and makes you feel better, stronger
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
and more vigorous than before. That
is what Foley Kidney Pills do for you, Che north bound train and arrives at
in all cases of backache, headache, Faos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
nervousness loss of appetite, sleeplessness and a general weakness that way. Good covered hack and good
is caused by any disorder of the kid- 'earns.
neys or bladder. The Capital
XJa.lja.gr icmto

Bri7
saxigrex Goxaafort&'bla,

mm AS8Q1CEMENIS

FARE

"SsrsS.OO

WHOLESALE
D RETAIL

Yankee;

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Lump

cerrj.llc8

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Sawed Wood and KindliDg.

mEZTUr8.K
Telephone

"hone
Uo. 14,

eel

VI

RATON

Screened

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract-U- o
youfknow whether
you have, an absolutei.tltle toj the property hk-l- tcu Incwricvmf
i

"ffifir

KERR'S

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Catron Block

Realty

&;

Insn-"an-

Agency

Santa Fe, N,

M

Tel Blat k76

For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.j
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete !ine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
-

.

HERPICIDE. DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

HTCH

BATHS

Age&ts HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
FHONB RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

you Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Our Business

Fju.

We have.t.

A IS

From

Do

successfully.

WE ARE THE LEADERS

n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

"joy-riders-

.

Because

Incorporated 1903

EIJGMANBROSCO.

Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back,
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely

Cathedral.
Eighteenth Sunday after Pentecost.
$100 REWARD. $100.
m. Second mass
The readers of this paper will be First mass at 6 a.
a. m. Sermon in English. Third
9:30
is
at
least
pleased to learn that there
in Spanish.
one dreaded disease that science has mass at 10:30. Sermon
Benedicbeen able to cure in all its stages, At 6:30 p. m. Vespers and
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh tion.
Guadalupe.
Cure is the only positive cure now
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
known to the medical fraternity. Ca
tarrh being a constitutional disease, 9:30 a. m. Rosary and Benediction
6:30 p. m.
requires a constitutional treatment.
Presbyterian Church.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
Sabbath
school at 9:45 a. m.
blood
the
ally, acting directly upon
Christian
Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
mucous
the
surfaces of
and
system,
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient by Rev. R. W. Siler, of San Angelo,
strength by building up the constitu Texas.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evention and assisting nature in doing Its
work. The proprietors have so much ing at 7:45.
faith in Its curative powers that they
Everybody invited.
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
St John's M. E. Church.
Sermon 11 a. m. by the Rev. B. S.
case that it fails to cure. Send for
(Summers. Subject "The Secret of
list of testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address, 7:30 p. m. by
Address
Happiness."
Toledo, O. Mrs. Nies, representing the Foreign
All are invited
Missionary Society.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
to attend the lecture which will be
Take Hall's Family Pills for
free.

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

Established 1856.

People
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No

Funeral Directors &
Lcansed Embalmers
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not come, my mother, dear;

for me
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GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

PHONE 1Q
1
BLACK

IIP.

(By Louis Dodge, in

Goods.

S.

ROUND

Santa Fe

Have.

ar-

CHINAMEN DRESSED UP
IN HOBBLE SKIRTS,
Denver, Colo., Sept. 17 Expensive
gowns,
ly arrayed in hobble-skir- t
fancy millinery crealions, smart motoring coats and heavy automobile
veils, five Chinese eluded the immi
gration authorities at El Paso recently
and made entry into the United States
under the very noses of the inquisitive guards. The discovery of the new
ruse caused a flurry and Denver of
ficials have been instructed to keep
a vigorous watch over the Chinese
quarter here in hope of catching the
Chinese, who, it is believed, have
come to Denver.
"Good evening, old chap," exclaimed
au immaculately attired young man as
the guards on the Mexican side halted
the big touring car containing the
elaborately gowned Orientals. "Just a
niotorinu party, yon know. We're out
for a bit of a flurry in El Paso tonight. Have a cigar."
The guards permitted te car with
its occupants to proceed. The guards
on the American side did likewise.
The young man who piloted the car
was in evening dress and appeared to
be a man of means. The Orientals
were extremely ladylike.
Two days later another party of
"
passed the guards on the
Mexican side of the Rio Grande river.
They also were attired fashionably
and the chauffeur wore evening clothes. But he was a trifle nervous and
collided with a telegraph pole. The
car was wrecked and two of the party
thrown to the ground.
one of the guards
Chivalrously;
leaped to the side of one of the fale
len motorists and lifter the limp
of hobble-skirtskyscraper hat,
heavy veil and motor coat into the
damaged machine. When he began to
investigate the victim's injuries, the
guard found that the society belle"
wore her hair in a braid and used no
rats or puffs.
"She's dead, poor girl," said the
guard.
"Wha's
you?" snapped a
voice. A yellow fist shot upward,
catching the surprised guard fairly
on the nose. Then the guard came
back.
"
were taken into
The
custody and then the federal officials
began figuring out how long the new
system of smuggling had been in oper

Deco-

THE DAILY

from Las Cruces went to

17, 1910.

FC2283S

IT IN TIME.

Just as Scores of

rest Elias, lie took refuge on the
Texas side of the line. Requisition
papers were then secured and Sheriff
Felipe Lucero went to Anthony and
brought the man to Las Cruces last
week, where he has been confined in
the county jail awaiting trial.
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is to compound scientif ically

.the medicine your doctor or

And we are the best fitted through education,
perience, and facility, to do his biddind.
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LIVELY STABLE
Fine
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need off Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

RATES RIGHT.
Den Caspar Avenaa
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BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
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THE FORUM.

New Mexico Military Institute

1

SIGNING OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE UNITED STATES, 123
YEARS AGO TODAY.

lh..

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

B

ron sat.f

TheaD Lady's ticket
Bryant's Popular History of, the
to Denver. Call at this office.
United States says: On Monday, the
17th of September, 1787, the constitumodern tion
FOR RENT Six room
finaly agreed upon was signed by
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson & the delegates, Gerry of Massachusetts,
Co.
and Randolph and Mason of Virginia,
alone with holding their signatures,
Espa-nolFOR SALE Hotel Frank at
and submitted to Congress which in
Apply Mrs. A. Frank, Espanola, turn called upon the states in sepaN. M.
rate conventions to act upon the inthe acceptance of nine
strument,
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished states being requisite before it could
212
for light housekeeping.
be declared adopted.
"There is a tradition," says Curtis,
"that when Washington was about to
WANTED A good salesman. For
Tier-r- a sign the instrument, he rose from his
particulars address T. D. Burns.
seat, and holding the pen in his hand,
M.
Amarilla, N.
after a short pause, pronounced these
words: 'Should the states reject this
WANTED Furnished houses and
O. C. excellent constitution, the probability
rooms for light housekeeping.
is that an opportunity will never again
Watson & Company.
offer to cancel another in peace, the
be drawn in blood.' Lossing
FOR RENT Nice furnished room. next will
were
Palace avenue, close in. Apply "B" says: 'While the members
toDoctor
looking
Franklin,
signing,
Mexican.
New
ward the chair occupied by Washingwas
FOR RENT Eight room brick ton, at the back of which a sun
242 painted, observed to the persons near
fine location,
house, modern,
him: 'I have often and often, in the
Agua Frla St. C. W. Dudrow.
course of the session,
(the sessions
WANTED Experienced stock and- lasted about four months) and the
bond salesman. Reference and ex- vicissitudes of my hope and fears as
A. C. to its issue, loked at that sun behind
perience required. Address
'
Bidwelk No. 72 Pine St., Buffalo, N. Y. the president, without being able to
-tell whether It was rising or setting;
EIGHT ROOM HOUSE, newly pa-!iength i nave the happiness to
js a rising, not a setting sun.'"
pered and painted; new bath room; ijtnow
fruit trees, barn, garden and chicken
Bryant continues: "Various
Near Capitol. Year lease $20. venti0ns tried hard to evade the
naked issue, and to put limitations up- Inquire at this office.
on tnejr consent. North Carolina drew
up amendments and made her assent
TYPEWRITERS
'
conditional upon their acceptance;
Cleaned adjusted and repaired. New
giving a bare majority,
nlatents furnished. Ribbons and sup- Massachusetts,
recommended certain amenTypewriters sold, exchanged strongly
plies
ments and other states followed her
ded rented Standard makes handled. One by one, the states fell
example.
guarand
work
typewriters
"All repair
into
until on the 21st of June
Exline,
Fe
santa
fMfl
Typewriter
: 1788, New
Hampshire, the ninth state,
change. Phone Black 231.
ratified the constitution. Two conven- tions were still in session at that date,
Notice for Publication.
in the important states of Virginia
Forest.
Jemez
Coal
013788.
and New York. When on the 25th of
Small Holding Claim No. 1298
same month Virginia ratified, It was
of
the
Interior,
Department
under the supposition that her vote
Land
Office,
United States
had finally decided the result. The
Tsl
M.. Sent. 7. 1910.
OoT,to
hereiw eiven that the fol- - vote was not reached without a hard
Tjntioo
claimant has filed no- - struggle. The ratification was carried
lowlng-nameto make final by a majority of only ten in a
intention
tice of his
in support of his claim under 'jventlon of one hundred and
16 and 17 of the act of March eight, and was hampered with several
amendments and a bill of
3 1891
(26 Stats, 854), as amended proposed
(27
February'21,
1893,.
the'act
rights.
of
by
in
Stats., 470), and that said proof will. "The New Yor kconvention wasCon-S.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.- session at Poughkeepsie while
Octoon
York.
New
But
was
in
N.
M.,
gress
at
Cuba,
sitting
Ct Comr.
hpr 2 1910. viz: Francisco Atencio, all interest centered in the convenT.
tion. The important geographical pc-2-1
of Cuba, N. M., for Claim In Sec. 34,
sltion of the state and the dawning
N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses commercial greatness of her chief
to Drove his actual continuous ad- port, made her decision of the utmost
nnaaesslon of said tract for importance. The opponents of ratlftsur-twenty years next preceding the "" ' cation, ably led by Clinton, Lansing
and Smith, fought bitterly to the last.
viz:
township,
vey of the
Vinton Casadas, Against them stood Alexander Hamiltfeiino. Atencio.
of ton, and behind him was a strong pop-Reyes Ledesma, J. J. Salazar, all
ular opinion. The opposition yielded
M.
N.
Cuba,
to protest jnch by inch, taking its stand finally
Any person who desires
or . 0n a conditional acceptance.
There
against the allowance of said proof,
who knows of any substantial reason tne last struggle came and a majority
under the laws and regulations of the of two (just think of it only two) was
Interior Department why sucn prooi given in favor of the constitution.
The came North Carolina on No
hnnid not be allowed will be given an
vember
21, 1788, and little Rhode
the
at
opportunity
e
the Island like a sulky child withheld her
time and place to
ofapproval until May 29, 1790, two years
witnesses of said claimant, and to
sub- and
eight months after the great infer evidence in rebuttal of that
strument had been submitted to the
mitted by claimant.
states by the Congress. But thank
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.
God, the long struggle was over, and
Register.
America started out on her career of
Notice for Publication.
liberty, propsperity and a higher civ
ilization than the world had ever seen
(06951)
Pecos. Forest Not Coal Land. ... in the past or ever will see in the
future. The following beautiful lines
Department of the Interior,
from our own Longfellow are hopeful
U. S. Land Office.
and appropriate:
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 10, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that
"Thou, too, sail on, O ship of state!
Villes, of Cowles, N. M., who, on Sail on O Union strong and great!
Sept. 6, 1905, made homestead entry Humanity with all its fears.
2
SW With all the
(serial 06951), No. 8504, for E
hopes of future years.
and Lot 3, Section Is hanging breathless on thy fate!
SE 4 NW
M.
1, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
We know what Master laid thy keel,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of In- What Workmen wrought thy ribs of
tention to make final five year proof,
steel,
to establish claim to the land above Who made each mast, and sail, and
Reand
before
Register
described,
rope,
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the 10th What anvils rang, what hammers
1910.
day of November,
beat.
Claimant names as witneses:
In what a forge, and what a heat
Ramon Quintana, Henry Mente, Pa- Were
shaped the anchors of thy hope!
blo Gonzales, Caslmiro Galegos, all Fear not
each sudden sound .. and
M.
N.
of Cowles,
shock,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
'Tis of the wave and not the rock;
Register. 'Tis but the
flapping of the sail,
ones
It's a pity when sick
drag the And not a rent made by the gale!
stomach or stimulate the Heart and In spite of rock and tempest's roar,
Kidneys. : That Is all wrong! A weak In spite of false lights on the shore,
weak Stomach Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea!
means
Stomach,
nerves, always. And this Is also true Our hearts, our hopes, are all with
of the Heart and Kidneys. The weak
thee,
nerves are Instead crying out for help. Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers,
RestorThis explains why Er. Shoop's
our tears,
ative is promptly helping Stomach, Our faith triumphant o'er our fears
Heart and Kidney ailments. The Re-
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SirfCniahL
made in a model
else but mens' shoes are built,
by expert shoemakers, from the best leathers and materials obtainable. Absolute money's worth in wear, complete satisfaction in
style and fit, all around shoe excellence.

mens' factory, where nothing

All Lasts, All Styles, All Leather, All Right, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00

j

Through Academic courae, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oq the beautiful Pecoi Valley the garden
pot of the West bt ao e'evallon of 1,700
feet above tea level, sunebloe every day, but
Ittie rala or snow during session.
Eleven Officers.and Instructors, all graduates from staidard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W,'
Q, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, &od Wf
A Flnlay
For particulars an4 illustrned catilognt
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent.
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lowing named claimant has filed no- Ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
tice of his intention to make final on the 13th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.;
3, 1891 (2G Stats., 854), as amended Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Marby the act of February 21, 1893 (27 tin Varela, all of Pecos, N. M.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
MANUEL R. OTERO,
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Register
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, 1910, viz: Manuel Sanchez,
Notice for Publication.
of Cuba, N. M., transferee of Tran-sit(013832)
Martinez, for Uhe claim 4309 in
Coal Land Jemez Forest,
Sec. 7, T. 20 N., R. 1 W N. M. P. M.
Small Holding Claim No. 430S.
He names the following witnesses Department of the Interior,
to prove his actual continuous
adUnited States Land Office.
verse possession of said tract for
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
twenty years next preceding the surNotice is hereby given that the folvey of the township, viz:
lowing named claimant has filed no- his
mux u
u i j inintinn
vj .
j. j. saiazar. ' iMias &ancnez.' u. A.nw nr
UUA.
lw uiaag
Miera, Apolonio Martinez, all of Cuba, 'proof in support of his claim under
N. M.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Any person who desires to protest 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
against the allowance of said proof. by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
or who knows of any substantial rea- Stats., 470), and that said
proof will
ron under the laws and regulations of,be made before Juan C. Sandoval.
U.
such
Interior
the
s. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on Oc- Department why
proot ,snoum not De allowed will be tober 24, 1910, viz: Antonio Salazar, of
given an opportunity at the above- - Cuba, N. M., for the claim in Sec. 14,
mentioned time and place to cross- T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
examine the witnesses of said claimHe names the following witnesses
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal to prove his actual continuous adif that submitted by claimant.
verse possession of said tract for
MANUEL R. OTERO,
twenty years next preceding the surRegister. vey of the township, viz:
Jose Jeronimo Airagon, Maurlcio
Notice for Publication.
Sanchez, Doaaclano Lucero, all of
(013821)
Cuba, N. M., and Juan A. Parraz, of
Coal Jemez Forest.
Senorito, N. M.
Small Holding Claim No. 3260.
Any person who desires to protest
Department of the Interior.
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaUnited States Land Office.
son under the laws and regulations
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- of the Interior Department why such
lowing named claimant has filed no- proof should not be allowed will be
tice of his Intention to make final given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross-proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of Bhe act of March examine the witnesses of said claim- 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.' of that submitted by tlalmasV- 470), and that said proof will be' made
MANUEL R. OTERO,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
Register.
Comr., Cuba, N. M., on October 26,
1910, viz: Jose Francisco Aragon. of
Notice for Publication.
Cuba, N. M., for the clal"i 3260, in
(013844)
sees. 19 and 20, T. 21 N., R. 1 W N.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
M. P. M.
Small Holding Claim No. 4375.
He names the following witnesses Department of the Interior.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of Notice is hereby given that the folthe township, viz:
lowing named claimant has filed no
M. Reyes Lucero, J. J. Salazar, Apo- - tice of his Intention to make final
lonlo Martinez, Pulador Martinez, all Proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marbb.
of Cuba, N. M.
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). as nmenrfprf
to
protest by the act of
Any person who desires
21, 1893 (27
against the allowance of said proof, Stats., 470) andFebruary
that said proof will
or who knows of any substantial rea- be
made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
son under the laws and regulations of S.
Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M., on Octhe Interior Department why such
tober 24, 1910, viz: Juan Montoya y
proof should not be allowed will be Montoya, of
Cuba, N. M, for the
given an opportunity at the
claim 4375 in Sees. 15 and 16 T 21
e
time and place to
N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
the witnesses of said claimant
He names the following witnesses
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of to
prove his actual continuous adthat submitted by claimant.
verse possession of said tract for
MANUEL R. OTERO,
twenty years next preceding the surRegister.
vey of the township, viz:
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Notice for Publication.
correct, first, because among the last
utterances of this great man was the j
(013846)
Coal Jemez Forest.
declaration that the next great strug
Small Holding Claim No. 4423.
gle the people of the United States
must enter upon was the abolition of Department of the Interior,
the legalized liquor traffic. Secondly, j United States Land Office.
we do not believe It because Abraham
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Lincoln
was a lawyer, and the state-- !
Notice Is hereby eiven that the fol- MISLEADING STATEMENTS.
U"t'on laW, iwould lowing named claimant has filed no-The territory is being flooded with'Tn'
leaflets sent out from Cincinnati by
which our government is founded, is proof in support of his claim under
"
the liquOf organization.
too foolish for printing.
sections 16 and 17 of uhe act of
Most of their statistics and the ut
As our laws are nrohibitory and are March 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as
terances supposed to be quoted are
taken from 20 to 50 years ago when aseQ on tne inou snait oi" 01 me 1893 , 27
and that said
Stats, 470),"'""V
If it is right to make
conditions were in no way comparable decalogue.
e ma.e
J
i11
r0'
to the present and different standards laws prohibiting and punishing crime, anov
obtained on the liquor Question. For it is equally right to make laws proM..
October 9,910 vlzCelso
instance' their leaflet "Pauperism; hibitlng and punishing anything that
crime.
causes
How Affected by Prohibition," their
a
21
and 29'
!!csCan any lawyer on earth reconcile
statistics in this are taken from the
'
census of 1890. At that time there or defend the posltiOD of legislating.
;he oi,owln
were only two prohibition states, against and punishing the outward and tQ
e m actual contInu6oug
Maine and Kansas, and Kansas was in surface effects of evil and at the same ossesslon of 8aid t t f
t
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0
not take the statistics of today, which tne inner course of that evil; could he fte townsflip V,Z-- .
to
would
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man
feed
who
defend
a
show almost no pauperism in Kansas,
A
Cristobal Casados, Lu- tnen beat and clano Eichwaid,
Gonzales, Eusebio Trujillo, all
Today the law is as perfectly enforced norSe loco weeiJ. and
kill
the animal because it of Cuba? N M
as maybe under existing circum- - bruise and
stances, and there are no poorhouses evidenced the effects of that poison?
in the state, and in a majority of This is the position of our government
the counties no occupants in the jails, today Can any sane man reconcile
o &Qy
reon
and it is one of the richest common- - or detend
under
laws
the
and regulations of the
to not
traffic
The
legalized
liquor
The
wealths in the United States.
De
such
an honest legitimate business and no Inter,or
only fair comparison, almost the only
man
of
utterances
nor
he
any
rtum
comparisons that can be made, must man.
can make it such What dead men in
be those within the last ten years.
e
the
Had we the space every statement the past have saui or not said matters wUnegsea of sa,a cIalman and
of.
de- s
saloon
of
habit
the
It
could be controverted and shown to be nothing.
fw eyldence , rebuttal f
gub.
ssentencefalse, but the gist of their contention fenders to piece together
claimant
is tt, - That mlniRtera Of the eOSDe . luiciayerseu wnu wiaTOua niu uv- MANUEL
OTERO,
(usuterances
of
personages,
public
in. times past have taken up cudgels
Register.
wno
are
men
ueaa,
In extenuation of its existence, that any quoted irom
it has been tolerated and upheld by not here to defend themselves). No
Mdijr trouble may be of long
and that the liquor traffic voice from the past can speak for tofhould
The
are
We
rapidly.
advancing
notbe classed as a criminal day.
i
business, but should take rank with talow dip of a half century ago light- pronto,
or tnat aay, dui
:
M. Reyes Lucero, Jose Andres
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leeitimate businesses
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, .... .
nnlrlrlv and reatorn vonr
natural
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-1 bottlfl
Marcelino Salazar, Francis
This latter position they themselves woum ne snunea ou,
Fo.
vIeor.
of
- - u ul
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Aragon, all ot Cuba, N. M.
render untenable, by acknowledging 01 arc ugnt nimnv.
Coal
Jemez
Forest.
Land
or
never
grasped
Any person who desires to protest
that it must be restricted and by sub- day, however wise,
Small Holding Claim No. 4352.
condition of this period,
agMnst the allowance of said proof, or
mlttlng to exorbi?nt taxes or license sensed the
now.
It
Commence
The
Capital Department of the Interior,
taking
who knows of any substantial reaOpen your eyes and look upon pres- fees, such as no other business would
United States Land Office.
son under the laws and
ent day conditions, look upon present narmacy
,
gtan(1
regulations
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
of the Interior Department why such
and
compare
statistics
is
reports,
aaknowledce
business
day
the
tjiav
folIs
that
the
Notice
Notice for Publication.
hereby given
proor snouid not be allowed will be
evU and they quote as follows from them and Judge for yourself. You can
lowing named claimant has filed no- given an opportunity at the
(013801)
Dr. Raiansford: "The dring trade at ootain honest reports irom every
z
tice of bis intention to make final
Forest.
time and pmce to
e
present is a curse, a pestilence, a state.
proof in support of his claim under
Small Holding Claim No. 1890.
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f
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Office.
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by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
5,
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Santa
Fe,
Sept.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
vanished from the face of the earth; it. They only claim Its power is so
fol- Stats., 470). and that said proof will
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Notice
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given
hereby
tolor
evasion
Register.
its
that
science
Is
great;
capacity
and with this knowledge
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
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S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc
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make
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costs
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every
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.
4352, In Sees. 28 and 29, T.
Small Holding Claim No. 1288.
This man must take the mass of ers 20 times the revenue paid is an at- - amended by the act of February 21, R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Department of the Interior,
can
do
trutn
wnicn
oi
hythe
tested
we
inoculate
witnesses
Do
names
the
fools.
for
fact,
He
following
that
said
people
lgg3 (2?... stAta., 470), and
States Land Office,
,
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c to prove his actual continuous ad United
b
drophobia, consumption
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
storative reaches out for the actual
so.
disease?
tract
of
of
said
for
a
Sandoval. U. S. Ct Comr.. at Cuba. verse possession
cause of these ailments the falling CHICHESTER S PILLS cholera for better brand
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ad- Any person who desires to protest
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pronounces, it a curse and pestilence, pockets of the poor, and to draw this to prove his actual continuous
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substantial
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more
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any
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deadly
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preceding
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ot the Interior,
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Notice for Publication.
August 26, 1904, made homestead en- proof should not be allowed will be
Abraham Lincoln is quoted as say- - with premeditated Intent, knowingly
d
form Separate Departments
(013773)
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to
allow
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Forest,
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Small Holding Claim No. 4309.
Section 11, Township 17 N,
the witnesses of said claimant,
prohibition law strikes a blow at the dren, seem, impossible of belief. Yet Vnfi
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Studies resumed September 5th.
Range
,
very prmeipiei ou wiuuu
,"V.- -In.
filed notice of Intention to make final that submitted by claimant
United States Land Office. 0
v , .
BROTHER EDWARD. President
n I ment is founded."
""v
I
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
five year proof, to establish claim to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
i Notice is hereby given that the fol- - 'the land above described, before Reg- (Continued on Paje 8lx.)
jV. We do not believe this nuotauon
Register.
Are all with thee are all with thee!"
God grant that a century from now
our descendants may De celebrating
the centennial of the adoption of the
constitution of the Sunshine State.
A. L. MORRISON.
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A ONE SIDED GAME.
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f
should not be allowed will be given an
Mexican Want Ad.
Up to last evening, just
the counties had reported their official
opportunity at the
vote to the territorial secretary. The
the
time and place to
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
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total
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claimant,
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against
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President.
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mitted by claimant.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
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Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
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Notice is hereby given that the fol- Republication.
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Daily, per month, by carrier....
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proof in support of his claim under
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3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
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who knows of any substantial rea- - all of Coyote, N. M.
sisterhood
to
the
when it is admitted
advertisescandal,
whisky
publish
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of states, being only exceeded in size ments, divorce proceedings or to give tain News says of the caliber of the son under the laws and regulations of
Democratic state convention at Den- the Interior Department wlhy such
Register.
by Texas, California and Montana.
undue space to prize fights. But the ver:
proof should not be allowed will be
We are situated in the heart of the new owner has been disillusioned. He
"The barrel was opened yesterday given an opportunity at the
Notice for Publication.
United States, the continental divide finds that the sensational, untruthful and the golden stream flowed
e
steadtime and place to
bound- rival has more subscribers and more
our
western
or
near
at
(013792.)
being
There
and
afternoon
of
claimall
the
witnesses
said
evening.
ily
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
ary. The waters of oti- - streams flow advertising patronage than the paper were some sudden conversions.
In ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Small Holding Claim No. 1305. '
both to the east and to the west, and v.hich tries to cater to the best ele- one instance a delegate from one of of that submitted by claimant.
of the Interior,
contribute their mite to swelling the ments of the city. The Times says the northern counties was openly
Department
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and it accused in the
United States Land Office,
volume of both the Atlantic and the therefore, rather cynically,
Albany hotel lobby
Register.
voices a lesson that every ambitious, of having changed because he was
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 5, 1910.
Pacific oceans.
Notice is hereby given that the folloGreat areas of our lands can be ir- thoughtful newspaper editor learns: bought and had been paid his price.
wing-named
Notice for Publication.
"But as for the yearning and burn- Yesterday morning be was an enclaimant has filed norigated by conserving the waters of
(013802.)
tice of his intention to make final
our streams, and millions of acres can ing desire for a 'clean' newspaper; we thusiastic Shafroth man. Yesterday
Coal Jemez Forest.
proof in support of his claim under
be put to profitable use by means of are not fool enough to believe that evening he was against him.
exists. The Times will
Small Holding Claim No. 1922.
e
such
desire
Evans-Spee- r
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
corany
the
"All
"dry farming."
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
succeed because of superiority to ruption workers were actively op- Department of the Interior,
by
We have millions of cattle and sheep only
Which is the only erating in the hotel lobbies and es- United States Land office,
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
its
contemporaries.
our
sunlit
plains;
which graze upon
succeed."
can
1910.
Santa
N.
M., Sept. 6,
Fe,
470), and that said proof will be made
peciaily the Albany. They would be!
forests of pines are in our mountain way that any newspaper
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
The professional
reformer, the introduced to some uninstructed del-- ' Notice is hereby given that the
ranges; we have the largest known goody-good"
and after a while they would 'owing-nameclaimant has filed no- - Comr., at Cuba, N M., on October 25,
agitator, the
coal measures in the United States;
move towards one of the retired tice of his intention to make final 1910, viz: Jose Jeronimo Aragon, of
Pharisee, is generally so
great veins of copper, lead, zinc, and
he borrows Ihis neighbor's rooms of the hotel and disappear. proof in support of his claim under Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1305 In
that
the precious metals, and vast quarries
or advertises by painting Three delegates from one of the un- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March Sees. 11, 12, 13 and 14, T. 21 N., R. 1
of marble and other stone, useful for newspaper
Some men are instructed delegations were thus de- - 3, 1891 (26 Stats., S54), as amended by W., N. M. P. M.
on the scenery.
ornamental and building purposes, lie signs because it's
than being coyed within an hour. It will re-- a the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
He names the following witnesses
cheaper
good
our
borders.
without
devil of a fellow and they cry for a quire a roll call to show whetiher they 470), and that said proof will be made to prove his actual continuous adverse
The population of our territory, as "decent" paper so as to have an ex- - withstood temptation."
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. possession of said tract for twenty
I can estimate it, and I must be con- cuse for not subscribing to any.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27, years next preceding the survey of
short
servative, for the census figures
The St. Louis Globe Democrat Is 1910, viz: Marcelino Salazar, of Cuba, the township, viz:
THERE ISA REASON.
ly will be published, is something over
with New Mexico in its endeavor to N. M for the claim 1922 in Sec. 21, T.
Antonio Salazar, Benigno Chavez,
320,000 people; only about two and
At any other time, the testimony of draft a safe and sane constitution for 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Felis Montano, Donaciano Lucero ,all
s
to each square mile.
HH vreeland at New York yester-Th- it says editorially:
He names the following witnesses of Cuba, N. M.
Street
"The southwest is a region of rapid to prove his actual continuous adverse
resources of New Mexico hard-- ' day, that the Metropolitan
Any person who desires to protest
development and of late has been possession of said tract for twenty against the allowance of said proof,
ly have been touched. Our immense Railway Company, during one
j
to
the
and
contributed
$20,000
paign
is in an undeveloped state,
leading otllier sections in growth. years next preceding the survey of or who knows of any substantial reafor the hand and brain of publican campaign fund and $18,000 What advantage can it expect to find the township, viz:
son under the laws and regulations of
man to uncover and bring it forth, so to the Democratic campaign fund, in fossilized politics or any form of
Interior Department why such
the
Tranquilino Romero, Dionicio
Even if its population Cnv r.iriaon
rlo Tinea Tievea Tories- - proof should not be allowed will be
that it may contribute its part to the would have been startling. Today, it
s
the
well
known
that
should
be
pretty
composed chiefly of men of ma, all of Cuba, N. M.
world's wealth, and do its share
given an opportunity at the
and the average Southern birth it would be folly to
the upbuilding of society and age businessman
e
person who desires to protest
Any
time and place to
comfortable business corporation give to campaign cultivate the antipathies of a civil
the allowance of said proof, or
said
of
making mankind m
the
witnesses
against
claimant,
funds as they do to baseball teams war that ended nearly fifty years ago. who knows of
nnrt hnrmv.
any substantial reason and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
The entire southwest needs construc- under the laws and
There are in our territory, some and church fairs, not that some
regulations of the that submitted by claimant.
but
that
tive
busies
legislation and the Republican Interior Department why such proof
twwSa miles of railway. oriclcmishXJlumph
MANUEL R. OTERO,
It.
was
admis
an
is
one
ugly
the only
prosper.
party
that has estab- should not be allowed will be given an
the most part they were not built to might
Register.
man
Vreeland's
Mr.
sion
for
of
a
a
lished
claim to sound and energetic
develop New Mexico, but were conopportunity at the
a man who nas taken constructiveness.
for
New
Mexico
standing,
does
transcontithe
structed as parts of great
time and place to
Notice for Publication
quite an active stand as a reformer, not propose to go through a ferment
witnesses of said claimant, and to ofnental systems, which had to go to
(013790.)
with
admit
of
that
every
as
Oklahoma
corporation
incapacity
has done fer evidence In rebuttal of that subCoal Jemez Forest.
through our embryo state to connect which he had ever been identified, to tlhe damage of its citizens.
Oklathe
with
the
of
east,
the great states
Small Holding Claim No, 1302.
and these are many, had contributed homa made a poor start in politics, mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
golden shores of California.
Department of the Interior,
to the campaign fund of every body but the Democratic hold upon it has
The benefits which we have derived that had ever run for office. It is declined. At the last election the ReUnited States Land Office.
Register.
from the railways, great as they have for that reason that the grafters and publicans in the state cast
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 7, 1910.
110,474
Notice is hereby given that the fol
been, are mostly incidental, for New nmo nf flio twqpHpqI nnli Hf.iaTlK arp voles, cutting down the plurality
Notice for Publication.
of
Mexico was not the objective point
lowing-nameclaimant has filed nohowling for injtiatjve aXMl referendum against them to 11,889. The
(013768.)
most of the lines, xney naa iu paas and campaign fund all the year around lican element in the southwest Repubtice of his Intention to make final
is
Forest.
Jemez
Coal
vigarwhich would open up ever so many orous and it is destined to take the
proof in support of his claim under
through New Mexico, in order to
Small Holding Claim No. 5374.
rive at the points they really desired more avenues for bleeding business; lead because best able to conduct it."
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
of the Interior,
Department
to reach.
and business out of motives of self
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Land
Office,
United
States
Now what is the reason that our protection, will whack up, whenever
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
The Democrats still whine oecause
1910.
7,
N.
Santa
M.,
Sept.
Fe,
wealth has not been laid bare to the politicians demand.
of the claim that the apportionment of
Notice Is hereby given that the follo- 470), and that said proof will be made
world, and our limitless resources exNew Mexico for the constitutional con- wing-named
claimant has filed no- before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
P ORE DEPOSITS CF NEW MEXICO. vention was unfair to them being tice of his intention
ploited?
to make final Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,
The Ore Deposits of New Mexico, is based on the vote of 1908 instead of
Of course there i3 a reason for it, as
In
of
his
claim under 1910, viz: Abelina Aragon de Lucero,
support
proof
there Is for all things, and, in my a handsomely printed volume of al- the population in 1910, which latter, sections
16 and 17 of the act of March widow of Jose Nasario Lucero, for the
opinion, the underlying cause is that most 400 pages, superbly illustrated by the way, has not been announced 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by claim 1302 in Sees. 20 and 21, T. 21 N.,
men of wealth have not had confi- with New Mexico scenes, maps and as yet. If the apportionment was un- the act of
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
He names the following witnesses
dence In us, and have believed that it diagrams. It is from the press of tfhe fair to any one, it was to the Repub- 470), and that said proof will be made
was not safe to live in, or invest their government printing office and was licans. Under an apportionment bas- before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. to prove his actual continuous adverse
ssesslon of said tract for twenty
money within, our borders. They were carefully compiled by Waldemar Lind-gre- ed on population, McKinley county, Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 29,
whom many Santa Feans remem- Republican, would have had four delethe survey of
not right In these beliefs; for, as a
Senorl-to- , years next preceding
of
Ambrocio
viz:
1910,
Segura,
re- ber as a visitor several years ago,
whole, the people of New Mexico
gates In the constitutional convention,
N. M., for the claim 5374 in SE. the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Dionicio McCoy, E. A.
spect life and property rights as high- Louis C. Grafton and Charles H. Gor under the apportionment as adopted,
NW.
NW.
SW. 4 NE
In don. The work has been done care It has
Romero, all of
but one delegate. Under a SE
of Sec. 22, T. Miera, Tranquilino
ly as the inhabitants of any state
SW.
NE.
and Is population
fully and comprehensively,
the Union.
Cuba, N. M.
Valencia 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
apportionment,
. In my humble opinion, the one technically correct, something that county, Republican, would have had
Any person who desires to protest
He names the following witnesses
great drawback to our prosperity has cannot be said of most of the reviews four delegates instead of the three to prove his actual continuous adverse against the allowance of said proof,
been the fact that for sixty years we of New Mexico's mineral resources given it, and thus all the way down possession of said tract for twenty or who knows of any substantial rea
have been a territory. Nevada, Idaho, previously published. It is also inter the line, for the counties with the larg years next preceding the survey of son under the laws and regulations of
west- esting, even to the layman, and one
the Interior Department why such
est population are Republican.
Wyoming and numerous other
the township, viz:
be
ern commonwealths have been taken may find pages of real romance interNoberto Garcia, Cuba, N. M.; Flavio proof should not be allowed will
Into the Union, while New Mexico woven in the description of New MexDenver recently held a special elec- de La 0, Dionicio Lucero, Jose de given an opportunity at the above- and Arizona, heretofore, have not ico's mining camps. Altogether, it is tion, such as New Mexico would hold Jesus Archibeque, all of Senorlto, N. mentioned time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses of said claimant,
been offered the opportunity of becom- a work such as only the government every few weeks if it had the initia- M.
to issue and is a valuand to offer evidence In rebuttal of
the referendum and recall. This
tive,
ing states, but have been kept in could afford
Any person who desires to protest
of litlittle special election at Denver, which against the allowance of said proof, or that submitted by claimant.
swaddling clothes, and have been able contribution to that class
MANUEL R. OTERO,
treated like children who are too im- erature for which the U. S. geological by the way brought out only
who knows of any substantial reason
mature to look after themselves, and survey should have ample recognition
Register.
of the voters of the city, under the laws and regulations of the
and praise. In passing, it might be cost the smart little sum of $30,822.35. Interior
who needed li nurse or guardian.
such
proof
why
Department
exNotice for Publication.
Of course the investor would rea- mentioned that the volume quotes
A few months before, or on May 17, to should not be allowed will be given an
(013815.)
son that there must be some cause for tensively from Mines and Minerals by be more specific, Denver held another
d
at
the
opportunity
Coal Jemez Forest.
these two territories not being admit- F. A. Jones, printed by the New Mex- special election and its cost was
e
the
to
time and place
Small Hoiaing Claim No. 3250.
ted as states, and but one reason ican Printing Company several years
That money went to some one, witnesses of said claimant, and to ofwould suggest itself, and that was ago.
some
and that explains why
people fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
the people were not fit for statehood;
are so vehement in demanding the mitted by claimant.
Dr. Fenton C. Turck of Chicago, has initiative, referendum,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
that we had not the ability to govern
and
recall
R.
OTERO,
MANUEL
Notice 1b hereby given that the folloOf necessity, this belief been rightly named, for at the Mis- everything else that will assure polin,,raoivBB.
Register.
wing-named
claimant has filed nowould prevent people from moving In sissippi Valley Medical Association tics the year around and an election
unthe
to
ne
held
up
tend
would
and
meeting
yesterday
tice of his Intention to make final
our
to
A German proverb
territory,
weeks.
few
every
Turk as a model for AmeriNotice for Publication.
proof In support of his claim under
"Troubled waters make the best
keep capital out, for we know that speakable
cans to emulate. He blames the New says:
(013810.)
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
danital is timid.
fishing."
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
If the convention, soon to be held in England diet for the alleged inferiori3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
when
race
Small Holding Claim No. 3244.
bethe act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Santa Fe, to frame the organic law ty of the Americans as a
itself
Boston,
finding
ranking
with the Turk, without
470), and that said proof will be made
for the new state, shall make a safe, compared
St. Louis in the census returns Department of the Interior,
however
that inferiority hind
United States Land Office,
before Juan C. Sandoval, V. S. Ct.
it
awakened
to
fact
that
has
the
cane, and wise constitution, which Whenever proving
the Turk accomplishes for would be
.Santa
Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. 1910.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
to
suburbs
in
well
shall he adapted to the needs of New his nation what the American
the
take
has acNotice Is hereby given that the follo- 1910, viz: Puiidor Martinez, trans
to give Philadelphia a close rub
and
Mexico, not only as it is today, but
when
in
the United States,
concomplished
wing-named
claimant has filed no feree of Manuel Garcia de Garcia, for
when It has a million happy and
ever Turkey has produced the kind for third place and even Chicago for tice of his intention to
ake final the claim 3250, in Sees. 20 and 21, T.
census.
second
tended inhabitants, and the constitu- of
next
the
by
enplace,
superiority in every field of
tion shall be adopted by the people, deavor that the United States has pro With its suburbs, Boston numbers proof in support of his claim under 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
and we are admitted to the Union, the duced, then it will be time enough to close to 1,750,000 people. Some day sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
cause of the present distrust will be make comparisons and to adopt the too, Santa Fe will realize that It lost 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by to prove his actual continuous adverse
For it will be convincing diet which Is responsible for the un prestige and business by not taking the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., possession of said tract tor twenty
removed.
both
Congress and the Pres- speakable filth, poverty and degrada in its suburbs when it had the chance. 470), and that said proof will be made years next preceding the survey of the
that
proof
asbefore Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct township, viz:
ident believe that we are fitted to
tion of the people who live on the Bos- of
statehood,
Dionicio McCoy, J. J. Salazar, Tran
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22,
of
admirers
ardent
most
Even
sume the responsibilities
the
medical
phorus.
Perhaps, despite
and that we are on a plane with New ethics. Dr. Turck, is only "after free Theodore Roosevelt will hesitate be- 1910, viz: Victor Casados, of Cuba, N. quilino Romero,,' Manuel Garcia, all of
fore saying yes and amen to his dic- M., for the claim 3244 In Sees. 26 and Cuba, N. M.
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, advertising.
other
several
the
and
tum
Any person who desires to protest
that business has no business in 27, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
California,
will
He names the following witnesses against the allowance of said proof, or
The municipal authorities of East politics. In the United States, busiBtates; and people and capital
stream Las
reason
flow with an
Vegas are getting to be quite finic- ness and politics, thus far, have been to prove his actual continuous adverse who knows of any substantial
state, which ky when they bar not only lumber very closely interwoven and will con- possession of said tract for twenty under the laws and regulations of the
into our newly-borhefome as great and yards but also piles of lumber from tinue to be first cousins until busi- years next preceding the survey of Interior Department why such proof
on,r win
tt
ni:r!vuii.T
'
should not be allowed will be given an
nmanormm an any of us ever have the built-uportion of the town on ness has a guarantee that It will not the township, viz:
Ara opportunity at the
Ponciano Casados, Guadalupe
dreams.
menfire
fondest
a
our
the
that
lumber
In
is
with
be
lor
interfered
ground
politicians.
by
hoped
e
the
gon, Chistobal de Herrera, Hilarlo Lu time and place to
ace, and causes increase in fire in
comof
to
and
N.
cero
M.,
of
of
witnesses
on
all
said
claimant,
A
to
Cuba,
Tuesday
and
rates
surance
in
trains
at
Chicago
Votes
good
whizzing
neighbors.
With, eight
manded from 25 cents to a dol'ar many other things are a fire menace eight trains whizzing out of Santa Fe Any person who desires to protest fer evidence In rebuttal of that sub
the and it is only wliere every structure daily, including Sundays, Santa Fe, against the allowance of Bald proof, or mitted by claimant
jl niece. Another instance where
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cnmmodit.v Is much, higher is
that the fire insurance the Ancient City will make a noise who knows of any substantial reason
;
Register.
,
under the laws anil regulations of the
In Santa Ffr than it 1 in the east,
like a railroad center.
j company's iqal 1? reached.
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are in preparing the medicine, eartharchitect and builder gives us credit
for keeping the finest selection of
ly skill can do no more.
all
is
It
the
jn
neighborhood.
JLrmber
WE COMPOUND
good, well seasoned timber, too, and
PRESCRIPTIONS
free from warpings and imperfections.
with a full sense of our responsiWo have it ready for instant use and
for every purpose, and the price3 are
bility. So we consider no pains too
satisfactory to all buyers. '
great to take to insure accuracy.
Have us fill yours next time.

Charles W. Dudrow

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

September

26.

Hon. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas,
who will be a member of the constitutional convention, arrived this afternoon on a business visit.
John Ervien, son of Land Commissioner and Mrs. R. P. Ervien, is reported to be somewhat Improved today although still quite ill.
Miss Anna L. Hase, niece of Mrs.
Wientge and Miss A. Mugler has arrived and will be head millinery as
usual for Miss Mugler.
R. C. Maxwell of Denver, who sells
machinery, is in the city today and
says that at no time in the history of
Denver has there been so much building there.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Dannert, of Moriarty, Torrance county, were registered at the Claire yesterday. They are
on their way to Silver City where they
will spend the winter.
Colonel E. C. Abbott returned last
evening from Albuquerque giving up
his intended trip with the National
on
Guard to Atascadero, California,
account of district court business.
Dr. and Mrs. H. S. Cocran, of New
Dr.
Orleans, are at the Palace.
Cocran has been visiting Santa Fe
every year and always finds the Ancient City filled with new interest.
Vernon L. Sullivan, the territorial
eneineer. left this morning for St.
Joseph, Mo., where he has been called
as a witness in federal court in the
Mullen and Sacramento valley cases.
Mr. Sullivan made the trip via the
New Mexico Central.
Mrs. J. W. Rhea, of RosweH, who
has been a summer guest at St. Vincent's Sanitarium, left today to join
her husband in Kansas where he is
to
shipping cattle. They will return
Roswell in about a montn.
At an informal party given at tne
home of Mr. and Mrs. Facundo Ortiz
was
this week the announcement
made of the engagement of their
to
daughter Miss Melinda Delgado
The weflding
Paul P. Lacassagne.
will take place Monday September 26.
Miss Church and her sister Miss
Ethel) Church left this morning on
the New Mexico Central for Washington, D. C, going via the Rock Island.
Miss Church will spend several weeks'
vacation in Washington and Miss
Ethel Church will return about Christ- maa time.
Thomas MacLaren, the dlstinguisn- or Lonaon,
ed architect formerly
England, and now of Colorado Springs
has returned to Colorado after spend
at-ing several days in this city. He j
Sunmount
at
dance
the
given
tended
Sanatorium Monday night and declared the location of the sanatorium
an ideal one.
Former Probate Clerk Telesforo
Martinez of Clayton arrived in Santa
Fe last evening with the Union county election returns, but discovered to

.
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It has never been the selling policy of
this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUA-UTof our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
Y

are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

At the present time when
the price of linseed oil is so
abnormally high, it is the
policy of some houses to

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation

and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
.
.
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farmiag Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LABGB
AJSD
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
Invited to correspond wltli ub.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO,

IRANOHKS.
.LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

SEWALL'S READY MIX.
EO HOUSE PAINTS, and
SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING
and PERDURABILITY,

slight the quality of their

Jones repaint, and adulterate them
Attorney
turned to Las Cruces yesterday from
in order to hold to a lower
at St.
the conservation
congress
price. WE DO NOT DO
FECT ECONOMY.
Paul, Minn., where he represented
THIS. Our Paints have the
Governor Mills, and from Springfield,
Mo., where he was on legal business.
same standard of QUALITY
Diiector Edgar L. Hewett and F. W.
has won them their
Hodge, director of the bureau of
everlasting reputation.
ethnology returned last evening from
lemez, Sandoval county, where they
have been making archaeological and
Other
ethnological
investigations.
members of their party, Dr. Harrington and Jesse Nusbaum and K. M.
Chapman will return this evening.
United States Fish Commissioner
Bowers of Washington, D. C, was in
Santa Fe today for a short time. Hej
was ciceroned by Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. Mr. Bowers is on REPUBLICANS WILL BE
his vny east from Seattle where he
LONESOME AT PHOENIX.
left Secretaries Wickersham and Nag-,Phoenix. Ariz..
Sept. 17. Arizo
'
el. It's his first visit to New Mexico na's constitutional convention which
ONE-WAY-ONLY
and this completes his record for hav- will meet on October 16, will have
ing visited every state in Union. Mr.! forty-onDemocrats and eleven ReBowers says he is working hard to es-that
publicans. Belated returns show
tablish a federal fish hatchery in Bila
elected four Democrats
county
New Mexico and has recommended it
one Republican.
to Congress. He declares that Dele--! and
THEUE
ONLY ONE WAY
CONDUCT A
more
out
of
Andrews
fish
gate
gets
Tniiiirnn
Risine have a complete,
5U6CEJ-5rUL
BUINE-5-Shim for New Mexico man any other iirvtn-rlat.
CLOTHING
line of picture mouldings
Congressman, for the delegate always
with their work
can
you
and
please
has the entire Pennsylvania delega-- '
THAT' TO MAKE GOOD EVERY TIME.
Ave.
tion in back of him. He also bore manship. 125 Palace
testimony to the great interest of
THE .SALE
A .SUIT OK OVERCOAT I.S INSenator Elkins in (Ms Territory, his
former home.
CIDENTAL TO .SECURING A
CONj
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NICK YANNI'S

Most

Brilliant

Social. Season
Years.

in 300

CUToMERJ

FIDENCE.

SHOP

SHOE

During the constitutional convention which ouens in Santa Fe Octoher

THE PROFIT WE'D
COMPENSATE FOR THE

103 P.U 'Cl Avenue.

most brilliant social'eason of Its history of 300 years.
Prominent men from ail over the
territory will attend the convention
and many of them will bring their
families to spend a fnonth or more
here. From all over the city there
has been a demand for houses to supply the wants of these guests, many
of whom are wealthy.
Among the prominent persons are
Judge A. B. Fall of Three Rivers,
Otero county. He will be here with

s
Men's
(nailed)
Ladies' naif soles - Rubber heels
half-sole-

-

-

Fall, and family. He Is arfor a house.
Another is Hon. Norman Bartlett of
Colfax county, well known in Chicago
financial circles.
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of tihe
New Mexico College of Agriculture!
and Mechanic Arts, will also be here
with his family. He has leased the
uuuae ui ui. uaviu ivuapp on ijincoin
Mrs.
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SANBQRNS

It has a distinctive, Satismellow
fying flavor-ric- h,
result of
and flne-t- he
sclentlllc. careful blendlnn
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best

20.00.
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$1
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Pa., a brickLeo Kules, of Pittsbu-Preserve your choice pictures by
layer by trade, who has traveled considerably, is in Santa Fe from Denver. having them framed. The Mulligan
He is looking for a tract of land suit &
Rising Undertaking Co., 125 Palace
able for the location of forty German Ave.
families who desire to engage in farming and who think that the coming
y
state of New Mexico is a land of
for them.
ii uiierebum a tnoaia Know
Colonel E. C. Abbott returned from
about the wonderful
tMARVELWhirlingSpriy
Albuquerque where he took part in
hyrinire.
Nationof
Mexico
New
i new Vftjrinni
the review
the
&eHbju oil conven1
n, im, ient. It cleanups
al Guard. Colonel Abbott did not accompany the troops to Atascadero as Ak ronr drngirtBt forqjiiilljimiliBiiiiy
iO
was at first announced, for he had to If lie cannot buidi? the
MARVEL, accept no
(return here to attend to court busiother, hnt Harm iiaidii for
M
Tt ffiVM Ik
hnnk KpsiTpd.
m
ness as district attorney. He will UlnstrfLtpil
Amur mjui directions ln- - wi
full
AHVEI.
CO.
K
to
valnable
ladle.
howleave in a few days for the coast,
VtMtUlStret.MW
Bk

500

RANGE FROM

If you like Rood OofTee then
you will surely be charmed

n

opor-tunit-

PRICES

REPUTATION BUILDERS

"CHASE

NOT

A CUSTOMER

ABOVE THESE PRICES WE WILL TAILOR
YOUR SUIT TO MEASURE FRoM THE RoYAL
TAILORS CHICAGO AND NEW YORK. ALL
WOOL HOUSE--SE- E
OUR WINDOWS NOW FOR
NEW COAT SWEATERS FoR MEN AND WOMEN

avenue.

Hon. G. W. Baker of Union county,
will also be here with his family. He
may rent the house of District Clerk
F. W. Shearon.
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna, Hon.
and Mrs. H. O. Bursum and other
prominent families of the territory
have made reseivations at the Palace
hotel where tihey will live during the
convention.
From outside oi tr.e territory will
come visitors of prominence and will
b here during a part of the convention. Among these is Hon. George
Cabot Ward, of New York City, and
formerly acting governor of Porto
Rico. Mr. Ward recently attended the
Congress at Buenos
Ayres and now is on his way here to
join Mrs. Ward and her brother Bron-soCutting.

WOULD

OF

WHILE WE MAKE LESS MONEY ON THEM
THAN OTHER MAKESWE COULD BUY, THEY
ARE SO UNIFORMLY GOOD YEAR IN AND
YEAR OUT, THEY INVARIABLY GIVE SUCH
EXCELLENT SATISFACTION, THAT WE PIN
OUR FAITH ToTHEM ABOVE ALL OTHERS,

ranging

I

MAKE
LO-S--

THAT'S THE REASON FOR OUR SETTLING
KIRCHBAUM READY MADE CLOTHES,

70c
50c
50c

FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.

g,
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W. A. Fleming

the county treasury.
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New Merrca
Printing Com-vni- "
has on hand a large supply of
Territorial Secretary
& Co, his chagrin that
pans and tablets suitable for school Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
Nathan Jaffa could not pay him milework, the desk, and also for lawyers
age for his trip, and that tihe expense
''iir.ts: sfmd everywhere. Wo
IFyou'want anything on earth try has to come out of his own pocket or
will sell them at 5 cents In book frm i a New Mexican Want Ad.
Hip

IMIIIII

!

tete-a-tet-

Miss H. V. Moore, of Denver, arrived in the city last evening and is
registered at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Judge John R. McPie will return tomorrow evening from Clayton, Union
county, where he held a very busy
term of court.
Miss Eloida Ortiz has arrived here
from Mora and she will attend the
wedding of Miss Melinda Delgado on

-

i

k

A LITTLE tfN&A&Ywth

.:;

:

:::

in

Santa Fe and several affairs have been
aranireri in her honor. A dinner will
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hayward have ba
giv(,n or her tonight by Mrs.
returned to Moriarty.
George Cabot Ward at her home on
Samuel G. Cartwright was a visitor Cerrillos road. Mrs. R. J. Paien wi'l
in Rstancia on Thursday.
entertain at luncheon in 5ier honor
Miss Incv Jones, of Frankfort, Ky., Tuesday and Mrs. William J. Mills
Iwi11 &ive a luncheon at the executive
Is a Bightse'er in the city.
mansion Wednesday.
M J. O Bryan, a traveling man of
whQ
)end
Louisville, Ky., is in the city.
j,ng
ana.
mmm(jr ftt SuIlmount
.
Albu-of
Judge Edward A. Mann,
torlum, gave a dance at that place
i
querque, is here on legal business.
Monday night. Most of the invited
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder is a vis- - guests were of the younger set and
itor in the capital from Las Vegas
they made the trip to the sanatorium
William Weinberg and M. J. Lift, of in carriages or motor cars. The night
Denver, selling notions, are calling on was as beautiful as any of the moonlight delights of this country and the
the trade.
hurricane-decJudge and Mrs. M. C. Mechem will sanatorium with its
leave this evening for their home in like porches and its steamer chairs,
on which reclined those who did not
Socorro.
Perfecto Martinez, Alfredo Sanches care to dance or those who preferred
and C. Vijil are visitor in the city to "cut a dance" and enjoy a sort of
e
half hour
"at sea." Morrfrom Penasco.
Pablo A. Sena, merchant at Rowe, ison's orchestra discoursed sweet musSan Miguel cpunty, is in the city for ic and there was nothing lacking to
make the dance one of the most de- several days on business.
affairs of the season.
Mrs. Longwell, a patent at the
a capitalist of Santa Fe,
A.
Stabb,
left
few
for
months,
the past
iiarium
who recently returned from an extoday for her home in El Paso, Texas.
In the city
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, of the School tended tour of Europe, is
Julius
of American Archaeology, has re visiting his son, Attorney
turned from a trip to Denver and oth Sfaab, and daughter, Mrs. Louis
Ilteld." Albuquerque Morning Journer points.
'
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Notice for Publication.

should not be allowed will be given an against the allowance of said proof,
d
or who knows of any substantial rea
opportunity at the
Coal Jemez Forest.
e
lime and place to
the son under the laws and regulations of
Small Holding Claim No. 4266.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of the Interior Department why such
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub proof should not be allowed will be
a ry Nmcnt of the Interior,
Toiuz States Land office,
mitted by claimant
d
given an opportunit- - at the
e
MANUEL R. OTERO,
time and place to
N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
the witnesses of said claimant,
Register.
Notice It tis..'fcby given that the folloand to offer evidence in rebuttal of
wing-named
claimant has filed noNotice for Publication.
that submitted by claimant
tice of his intention to make final
NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
MANUAL R. OTERO,
(013845.)
proof in support of his claim under
Coal Jemez Forest.
Register.
16 and 17 of the act of March
sections
Small Holding Claim No. 4377.
1st 1910
In effect
(Head Up
(Read Down)
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
2
1
12
19
STATIONS
Notice for Publication.
Miles
20.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., Department of the Interior,
United States LOd Office,
(013779)
a
m
470), and that said proof will be made
in
p
1910.
N.
Santa
Fe,
7 30
4 00
0
Lv. Des Moine9, N. M ...Ar
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Sept 6,
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct
7 40
4
Kumaido
3 50
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Small Holding Claim No. 4361
8 05
11
Hedman
3 30
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, lowing-name8 20
16
3 16
claimant has filed no- Department of the Interior.
(Japultn
of
viz:
1910,
Romero,
Tranquillno
8 35
20
8
05
Vigil
tice of his intention to make final
United States Land Office.
8 50
25
245
Thompson
Cuba, N. M., heir of Francisco Romero
9 10
31
2 25
in support of his claim under
Ounningham
proof
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
for
4266
16
claim
in
Sees.
the
and 21,
9 35
42
...Clifton House N.M
155
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
10 (10
49
1 80
Ar
Katon, N.
Notice is hereby given that the folT. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
same
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the source of crime, and at the
0
.Lv
2 30
Ar 10 15 7?TTT
Katon, N.M
He names the following witnesses
7
2 47
Ollfton House N' M,...
9 49
time we have laws for the punishment to
the act of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats. lowing named claimant has filed noactual
continuous
his
adverse
48
3 07
prove
9 32
SPreston
the
effects,
of
will be made tice of his intention to make final
victims
the
exhibiting
65
3 45
8 55
Koehler Junction
of said tract for twenty 470), and that said prooi
in support of his claim under
possession
to
the
but a law seeking
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. proof
destroy
2
9 05
3 35
Koehler
Palace.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
years next preceding the survey of the
68
8 20
HOolfax
4 15
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27, 3, 1891 (26
Edward B. Hafretopen, Brockport, cause, to strike at the festering core township, viz:
76
8 02
Stats., 854), as amended
4 43
terros080
Martin Salaz, of Cuba, N.
N. Y.; Judge M. C. Mechem, Charles that is throwing forth the corruption,
1910, viz:
82
7 45
Ar
5 00
Lv
Olmarron
J. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M. M for the claim 4377 in Sees. 22 and by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Lv
6 10
Ar am
6 35
C. Catron, City; Charles A. Spiess, is declared to be unconstitutional and
Cimarron
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
86
5 18
6 27
Nash
Las Vegas; William Weinberg, M. J. impossible. How insane such state-- Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of 27, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
88
5 28
Harlan
6 17
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
Cuba, N. M.
94
8 45
Ar
Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv
6 00
Liff, Denver: R. B. Pegram. W. T. ments sound.
names
He
the following witnesses S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Ocpm
pm
All law is prohibitory, and all law
Any person who desires to protest to prove his actual continuous adverse tober 22,
White, Kansas City; T. T. Frith, Den-- !
1910, viz: Vicente Sanchez,
or
of
allowance
said
the
on
of
founded
Mr.
be
H.
'should
against
S.
Mrs.
principles
proof,
and
Cocran, New
Connects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train both North and South.
possession of said tract for twenty of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4365 In
1 1 ver;
reawho
of
knows
the
for
any substantial
Ne- justice from the Bible. Law is
Orleans; Charles A. Wheelon,
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
years next preceding the survey of Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
of lawlessness and evil, son under the laws and regulations of the township, viz:
Stage leaves trte Park. X, M., for Ellzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, daily except braska; B. J. O'Bryan, Louisville, Ky.; suppression
He names the following witnesses
-W. H. Daniel, Minneapolis;
M. C. and for law to license lawlessness and the Interior Department why such
Sundays, Kare $2 00 one way $3.50 round trip: nftypound baggage carried free.
J. J. Salazar, Tranquillno Romero, to prove his actual continuous adfor the south at 11:11 p. in. Jarrlves" rom the Fondebunk, New York; Edward A. evil, or
O. A S. train Imves
not
lawshould
be
be
will
js Mlues, N,
allowed
proof
anything that produces
M. Reyes Lucero, Dionicio McCoy, aH verse possession of said tract for
South at 4:38 a. m.
d
Mann, Albuquerque; Edgair L. Hewett, lessness and evil, is to become
given a nopportunity at the
twenty years next preceding the surof Cuba, N. M.
cross-etime and place to
City.
vey of the township, viz:
VAN HOUTEN,
1. OEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
who
to
desires
person
protest
Any
Claire.
To deal with the lagalized liquor amine the witnesses of said claimant,
Manuel Sandhez, Celso
&
V.
G.
P.
G.
P.
M.,
Sandoval,
or
said
allowance
the
of
Agent,
proof,
Superintendent,
Ben F. Rupp, St. Louis;
R.
C. traffic from a strictly moral or philan- &iid to offer evidence in rebuttal of against
who knows of any substantial reason Maurislo Sanchez, Antonio Casados,
Maxwell, Thomas J. Williams,
Den- thropic plane is impossible. You can- that submitted by claimant.
under the laws and regulations of the all of Cuba, N. M.
ver; Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Dannert, not lift it above the law. The law is
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Any person who desires to protest
Interior
Department why such proof
Moriarty; J. F. Bowman, Ottawa, Kas.; formed to deal with evils, and It is an
Register.
should not be allowed will be given an against the allowance of said proof,
Elmer E. Veedev, Las Vegas; F. E. evil. When you rise above law you
or who knows of any substantial read
Lake, Dallas; G. H. Pollock, Chicago. reach a
opportunity at the
Notice for Publication.
son under the laws and regulations
plane where no evil exists ana
e
to
the
time
and
place
Gregg.
(013775.)
there is no need for law. No stretch of
W. G. Jolly, Kansas City; P. H.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- of the Interior Department why such
Coal Jemez Forest.
the imagination can place the liquor
fer
evidence in rebuttal of that sub- proof should not be allowed will be
Denver; William Smith, Chica- traffic on this plane, neither can the
Small Holding Claim No. 4341.
given an opportunity at the
mitted by claimant.
go; Lucy Jones, Frankfort, Ky.; J.
human rac attain to this perfection Department of the Interior,
time and place to
C. McMichael, J. T. Hall,
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
D.
Denver;
United States Land Office,
the witnesses of said claimW Green, L. Grossman, Chicago; L. until forever freed from the bondage
Register.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of this fearful thing that is rooted in
L. Washhaven, Coyote
Springs; Jas. hell and drags its helpless victims
of that submitted by claimant.
New-Mexicis
fol
Notice
the
that
hereby
and
given
Points
all
in
Douglas,
Bunten, St. Joseph, Mo.
Notice for Publication.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
always in that direction.
Coronado.
Arizona, Mexico and to the
(013808.)
VERAS.
final
to
intention
Register.
of
his
tice
make
J. B. Hill, J. H. Bachart, Alamosa;
Coal Jemez Forest.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
proof in support of his claim under
Perfecto Martinez, Alfredo Sanchez,
Small Holding Claim No, 3241.
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF
16 and 17 of the act of March
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
C. Vijil, Penasco;
Pablo A. Sena,
20 YEARS AGO TODAY sections
of the Interior,
THE COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
Department
1891
amended
as
3,
(26
Stats.,
U.
854),
by
R. Smith, Denver.
Rowe;
From the New Mexican of this date
United States Land Office,
Territory of New Mexico.
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
the
1890.
In the matter of the estate of EuSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
A pleasing, good, high
470), and that said proof will be made
grade, truly
Notice is hereby given that the fol gene A. Fiske, deceased.
C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
before
Juan
flavored, amber colored cup of coffee
Notice is hereby given by the unclaimant has filed noDenver, Colo., Sept. 17. Gen. Mor- Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, lowing-namecan be had and without the real Coffinal dersigned, administrators of the esto
U. S. Indian commissioner, has
make
his
intention
tice
of
gan,
Jose
of
viz:
de
Jesus Herrera,
1910,
fee danger, or damage to health hv
been here for a day or two. He says: Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4341, in proof in support of his claim under tate of Eugene A. Fiske, deceased, to
simply using Dr. Snoop's new substi
March the creditors of and all persons havof
idea
dealing
The government's
Sec. 2, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. sections 16 and 17 of the act of
tute, called "Health, Coffee." Pure,
3. 1891 (26 Stals., 854), as amended by ing claims against the said deceased,
wiMi the Indians is radically wrong.
names
the
witnesses
He
following
1 wholesome, toasted cereals, malt, nuts,
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats, to present such claims with the necas they now are con- to
For Rates and full information address
etc., make Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Reservations
prove his actual continuous adverse the
to civilization.
conduce
and that said proof will be made essary vouchers, within the time renot
do
470),
ducted,
both healthful and satisfying.
No 20 The federal authorities allow a white possession of said tract for twenty before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct, quired by law, to said administrators
to 30 minutes tedious boiling. "Made
years next preceding the survey of
at the office of Ernest A. Johnson, San
160 acres of land. They put the
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27,
in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. If serv-e- d settler
township, viz:
Francisco street, Santa Fe, New Mexas
acres
untold
.trans
Salazar
Jose
viz:
the
Indian
Juan
1910,
upon
Don
A.
Jose
Padia, Senorito, N. M.;
as coffee, it's taste will even trick
which said Office the undersigned
El Paso Texas.
though he weire a buffalo or a wild ani- aciano Lucero, Cuba, N. M.; Reyes feree of Alanzo Dunn, Cuba, N. M., for ico,
an expert. Sold by Frank Andrews.
select as their place of business in
mal which needs an extensive stampSec,
tract
and
2,
1.
Sec.
tract
the
20,
Jaramillo, Juan A. Parras, both of
all matters connected with said esing ground.
29, T. 21 N R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Senorito, N. M.
tate of Eugene A. Fiske, deceased.
THE FORUM
He names the following witnesses
For specific instance, if the Utes of
JOHANNA FRANZ FISKE,
Any persons who desires to protest to prove his actual continuous adverse
Colorado were given only 160 acres
the allowance of said proof,
ERNEST A. JOHNSON,
against
acres
for
be
tract
would
800,000
of
there
a
twenty
said
(Continued from Page Three)
piece
Administrators
or who knows of any substantial rea- possession
of the estate of EuThe
of
the
over
settlers.
for white
left
years next preceding the survey
A. Fiske, deceased.
son
gene
and
under
laws
the
regulations
with
viz:
great dragon standing before the wo principle now in vogue of dealing
HANNA & WILSON,
of the Interior Department why such township,
man in travail, waiting to devour the the Indian en masse is not a proper
Tranauillno Romero. Dionicio Mc
not
be
should
allowed
will
Attorneys for said administrators.
be
proof
indi
as
should
one.
treated
be
de
C.
Cirlaco
Sandoval.
Zenon
They
Coy.
as soon as born well typiDated and first published at Santa
an opportunity at the
given
slhould
the
Indians
treat
We
viduals.
M.
N.
fies the terrors and dangers of this
Baca, all of Cuba,
e
Fe, New Mexico, on this 3d day of
time and place to
Any person who desires to protest September, 1910.
age. The mothers of America are as we treat ordinary citizens and put
:
claimant
witnesses
said
the
of
of
him
the obligations
the allowance of said proof, or
bringing forth sons, and close by, pro- upon
and to oiler evidence in rebuttal of against
who knows of any substantial reason
tected and fostered by the fathers of
Tickling of dry Coughs will quickly
Senator Moody of Dakota, who has that submitted by claimant
under the laws and regulations of the loosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough
these sons, stands this dragon traffic
R.
OTERO.
MANUEL
has
Interior Department why such proof Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
ready to snatch them from her arms; known the Indians in every way,
Register.
should not be allowed will be given an harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells moth-er-s
to Dreath upon their fresh, young told me that he regards them as de
bodies its fiery breath and shrivel and sirable citizens and in every way fit
opportunity at the
to use nothing else, even for very
Notice for Publication.
e
tne
time and place to
mar, to scorch and sear their pure, ted to become such. It will only be
young babies. The wholesome green
man
as
(013784.)
is
ofwhen
the
Indian
regarded
witnesses of said claimant, and to
unsullied souls with its vile and
leaves and tender stems of a lung
Coal Jemez Forest.
that he will be brought to understand
fer evidence In rebuttal of that subhideous aims and desires.
healing mountainous shrub give the
Small Holding Claim No. 1293.
his obligations as a citizen.
mitted by claimant
Does this seem
curative properties to Dr. Shoop'a
In Sanof
the
InInterior,
sorts
OTERO.
I
tribal
Department
of
R.
MANUEL
met
all
have
ta Fe it is said that 40 out of every
Cough Remedy. It calms the cough,
office,
States
United
Land
with
Register.
fifty boys between the ages of fifteen dians and have been impressed
and heals the sensitive bronchial memSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
and twenty-on- e
are drinking intoxi- their manliness.: In an official and
branes. No opium, no chloroform,
Notice for Publication.
Notice is hereby given that the follocants, that the legalized liquor saloon social way I have aiso been brought
nothing harsh used to Injure or supAmeri(013771.)
is daily breaking the laws and selling into contact with the best of
nowing-named
press. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept
filed
has
claimant,
can
congressmen
manhood, senators,
Coal Land Jemez Forest
to minors. Mothers of Santa Fe, you
no other. Sold by The Capital
final
his
to
of
intention
tice
make
for
and other statesmen. And, I think
Small Holding Claim No. 4286.
know whether or not this is true.
MM
manhood the proof in support of his claim under
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
y
It is claimed that a prohibition law my part thatnotin sheer
16 and 17 of the act of March Department of the Interior,
sections
Indian does
suffer by comparison.
United States Land Office,
cannot prohibit in a state. How can
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The present educational system is 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 5, 1910.
Connection made with Automobile
it strictly prohibit when our national
1893 (27 Stats.
of
act
21,
the
February
to
must
and
folloyield
only preparatory
Notice is hereby given that the
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
government (the shame of it) is en the system of public schools. It will 470), and that said proof will be made
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
wing-named
claimant has filed no- Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosin
S.
that
C.
is
li
U.
gaged
Ct
before
Juan
IN
OFFICE
business;
CITY
Sandoval,
selling
have done its best work when it has
final
to
make
tice of his intention
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roscenses to men for a paltry sum, to made itself
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 26,
unnecessary.
proof in support of his claim under well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
sell the stuff even in the very states
transviz:
Perfecto
1910,
Martinez,
Tlhe old method has proved itself
BLDGsections 16 and 17 of the act of March Roswell for
at 12:30 a, m.
where it is prohibited, and not only
a costly and melancholy failure. We feree of Juan Martinez, of Cuba, N. 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by and arrives atVaughan at 6
Vaughn
but
p.m. The
allowing
1293
29
and
in
claim
into
Sees.
the
for
forcing
shipment
have spent a billion dollars including M.,
Or Union Depot.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
that state of the prohibited intoxi the cost
of wars in caring for the In 30, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
and that said proof will be made la $5.80 and between Torrance and
cants, under our interstate commerce dians, and we have them still with
He names the following witnesses to 470),
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autolaws.
adverse
his
continuous
actual
menace
prove
a
and disgrace
us, a burden, a
Comr., at Cuba, N. M on October 22. mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Could anything crazier be devised The new method
begun in 1876 de- possession of said tract for twenty 1910, viz: Maria Encarnaclon Gon?
me
man
seems
oy
It
serves a fair trial or should be pushed years next preceding the survey of
ingenuity of
If you want anything on earth try
zales, of Cuba, N. M for the claim
like beating against a wall of ignor forward until it has accomplished its the township, viz:
4286, in Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. a New Mexican Want Ad.
ance, brutality and chaos too great for benign work of redeeming and ab
Jose Francisco Aragon, Francisco P. M.
help, but little by little, effort by ef sorbing into our national life all the Aragon y Lucero,
Ramos Perea,
He names the following witnesses
fort, step by step, education, order, aboriginal inhabitants of this country, Facundo 0. de Baca, all of Cuba, N.
ROUND
to
prove his actual continuous adverse CHEAP
peace and salvation for the people are
Experience has shown that it is M.
of said tract for twenty
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
'
possession
being wrought out.
cheaper to educate an Indian than to
Any person who desires to protest
next preceding the survey of the
Aye, what we need above all things kill him and it costs much less to against the allowance of said proof, or years
THF
viz:
township,
13
sanity, honesty, justice and safety, build and maintain a school than a who know of any substantial reason Victor
Casados, Cristobal de HerTO ALL POINTS VIA
and as man by man, city by city, fort.
the
laws
under the
and regulations of
Antonio Casados, Maurlcio Sanrera,
state by state wheel Into line declar
a
or
is
hostEvery Indian boy
Interior Department why such proof
girl
all of Cuba, N. M.
ing for these principles a majority age for the good behavior of his- or should not be allowed will be given an chez,
person whodesIres to protest
Any
U
is being obtained that will put this her parents. The Indians educated
d
at the
opportunity
the allowance of said proof,
against
nation out of this business forever. in the government schools under the time and place to
e
the or who knows of any substantial reaEffective Jane 2nd, 1910
It will put a stop to the spectacle of a flag may be depended upon for serv witnesses of said claimant, and to ofnation fostering crime and punishing ice in the fields of industry, or if need fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- son under the laws and regulations
AND!
of the Interior Department why such ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
the criminal; of granting state rights, be, on the field of battle.
mitted by claimant
proof should not be allowed will be
Education is a cheap method of
and infringing on those rights; of al
ASBURY
MANUEL R. OTERO,
d
$73.70
given an opportunity at the
lowing our glorious flag to float above, converting aliens, enemies or savages
e
Register.
time and place to
into
and
BOSTON
and
friends
(honorable
to
folds
citizens,
beauteous
its
and
encircle
$77.95
SIX SOLID DAYS OP RECREATION, INCLUDING
the witnesses of said claimant
protect the dens and festering cess intelligent men and women.
Notice for Publication.
offer evidence In rebuttal of CHICAGO
to
and
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
$50.35
pools of iniquity, vice and crime,
(013843.)
that submitted by claimant
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
The Gratitude of Elderly People
while the poor victims are branded
Coal
Jemez
DETROIT..
Forest.
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
$60.35
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Goes out to whatever helps give
with stripes, disgraced and sometimes
Small Holding Claim No, 4370.
Register.
Fothem
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
and
comfort
ease,
killed for exhibiting the effects of this
strength.
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
of the Interior.
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
ley Kidney Pills cure kidney and blad- Department
deadly traffic.
States
United
Land
Office,
Publication.
Notice
for
: $35.35
KANSAS CITY
GR AND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
Laws we have for the protection of der diseases promptly, and give comSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
(013836.)
fort and relief to elderly people. The
follois
Notice
the
that
Forest
Jemez
ST LOUIS
Coal Land
hereby given
$44.35
Every species of new and Instructive amusement will be provided
Capital Pharmacy.
wing-named
claimant has filed noSmall Holding: Claim No. 4322.
Including
CURE
NEW
YORK
tice of hla Intention to make final Department of the Interior,
$75.15
Fourteen high
shows and sensational free acts.
FUGITIVES FROM REFORM
claim under
United States Land Office,
SCHOOL PDOMPTLY CAPTURED. proof in support of his
12
Hour
Furnished by THE C W. PARKER AMUSEMENT CO- I
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
GIVE
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
Notice la hereby eiven that the fol
IF I FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
REDUCED BATES ON ALL RAILROADS
A telephone message from the Re- 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
I TREAT BEFORE
claimant has filed no
IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
form School at Springer, Colfax coun- the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats. lowing-nameWrite the Seoretary for premium lists or other Information
BETWEEN
WITHOUT KNIFE OR PAIN. VEGETABLE
made tice of his intention to make final
PLASTER
ty, last evening, told of a break for 470), and that said proof will be
JOHN B. McMANVS
J.R.ORIELLY,
TJ.
CURES
S.
C.
Ct
before
under
claim
Juan
his
Sandoval,
proof in support of
liberty made by three of the inmates,
SWORN TO; Minlttars
President.
Secretary,
Judgtt, Liwytrt, Doctors
named Smith, Clark and Scott. They Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, Section 16 and 17 of the act of March
& Millionaire. No X Ray
&
viz: Juan Aragon, transferee of 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
OR OTHER SWINDLE
managed to get out of the building but 1910,
for
1893
N.
Pernlia
M.,
Martinez,
Cuba,
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
21,
(27
Stats.,
of
act
the
February
returned to get revolvers out of the
Cancers never PAIN they
safe with which to arm themselves. the claim in Sees. 19, 20, 29, and 30, iiai. nnrl that said nroof will be made
poison. A small Tumor,
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7 JO
M.
1
M.
P.
R.
W., N.
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
five year proof, to establish claim to lOmo or Sore on tnn
Notice for Publication.
As they
the building, they T. 21 N.,
Lip, Face or Body 6
the land above described, before Reg- months
He names tlhe following witnesses Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22,
were promptly covered by the assist(06904)
13 CANCER.
a. irtr Daily.
BOOK
ister or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, SENT
Not CoaL
ant superintendent with a gun in his to prove his actual continuous adverse 1910, viz: Nicolas Ballejos, of Cuba,
with
FREE
84
Sees.
in
at
N.
on
4322,
tor
claim
Santa Fe,
the
M.,
For information regarding freight
the 11th day testimonials of hunDepartment of the Interior,
hand and were driven back to their possession of said tract for twenty N. M.,
dreds cured after othem
of November, 1910.
U. &. Land Office.
cells. They will be appropriately
year g next preceding the survey of the and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
failed. iynio,aEKinem. 36 years wring
and passenger rates etc. ca
Claimant names as witnesses:
He names the following witnesses
township, viz:
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 10, 1910.
WOMAN'S
AnyLUMPin
Cruz
continuous
adverse
Juan
to
actual
his
J.
M.
Archuleta,
Vianueva,
Salazar,
J.
prove
Reyes Lucero,
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
mtu nffim I aimhlin Rlnplr
SI OIIJ UlillD mugiuui vivwb
Anaya, Guadalupe Montoya, IS CANCER, in and if Deflected it ALWAYS
Martinez, Pulidor Martinez, possession of said tract for 'twenty
Safe Medicine for Children.
Apolonio
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on Ventura
the armpit, and kills quickly
poisons deep
all of Galisteo, N. M.
...
years next preceding the survey of
or Phone 145.
Foley's Honey and Tar is a safe and all of Cuba, N. M.
August , 1905, made homestead en
Address DR.& MRS. DR.CHAMLEY,
om
MANUEL
R.
to
OTERO,
desires
the township, viz: '
who
NW
protest
No.
as
for
8439,
children
effective
it
person
medicine
for
Any
try (serial 06904),
Mangtn for U. 9. CANCER CURE, Largest In the WORLD
Ramon Casados, B. A. MIera, FranRegister. 745 AND 747 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL. doeg not contain opiates or harmful against the allowance of said proof, or
SB 4 NW
NE
Q 2 NB
MAIL THIS TO SOMEONE WITH CANCER
Section 15, Township 13 - N
drugs. Get only the genuine Foley's who knows or any substantial reason cisco Atenclo, Felipe Atencio, all of
L. H. GIBSON,
If youare In need of anything, try
Range 9 B., N. If. P. Meridian, has
Honey and Tar In the yellow package. under the laws and regulations of the Cuba, N. M.
Pass.
Died notice of Intention to make final a New Mexican Want Ad. ,
Any person who desires to protest
Interior Department why such proof
The Capital Pharmacy.

It is tlie nature cf women to suffer
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferings for the joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
however, during the period of wait
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is used
in preparation of the event. Mother's Priend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
system for a proper and natural
ending of the term, and it assures
for her a quick and complete recovery. Mother's Friend is sold at
drug stores, write for free boon for
"U'l . a
expectant motners.
BBADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Oa.
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STRAIN

son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
e
to
and
time
place
the
of
Interior,
Department
the witnesses of said claimUnited States Land Office,
ant, and to oifer evidence in rebuttal
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the follo- of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
wing-named
claimant hag filed noRegister.
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Notice for Publication.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
(013801)
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Coal Jemez Forest.
1893
(27 Stats.,
the act of February 21,
Small Holding Claim No. 3229.
470), and that said proof will be made
of the Interior,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Department
United States Land Office.
25.
on
October
N.
M.,
at
Cuba,
Comr.,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
1910, viz: Manricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
Notice is hereby given that the folN. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
lowing named claimant has filed noT. 29 N.. R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20 tice of his intention to make final
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
proof in support of his claim under
He names the following witnesses sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
to prove his actual continuous adverse 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 834), as amended
possession of said tract for twenty by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
years next preceding the survey of the Stats., 470), and that said proof will
township, viz:
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez, S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcSam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of tober 29, 1910, viz: Telesfor Sandoval,
Cuba, N. M.
transferee of Carlos B. Romero, of
Any person who desires to protest Cuba, N. M for the claim 3229, In
against the allowance of said proof, Sees. 29 and 32, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
or who knows of any substantial rea- M. P. M.
He names Che following witnesses
son under the laws and regulations
adof the Interior Department why such to prove his actual continuous
of said tract for
proof should not be allowed will be verse possession
Notice for Publication,

Francisco Atenclo, Victor Casados, all

(013780.)

of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

above-mentione-

RESULTED

We give below the resolutions
adopted at the W. C. T. U., territorial
convention, September 8th, 1910.
Resolutions.
PREAMBLE:
We, the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union of New
Mexico, in this, the twenty-sevent- h
annual convention assembled, declare
our reverent and sincere gratitude to
our Divine Leader of the past quarter
of a century, and implicit trust and
faith for the future when right shall
triumph over wrong.
,We renew our pledge to our declaration of principles, and to carry out
the work of our departments to the
lest of our ability. We ateo prayerfully pledge ourselves to endeavor to
carry out the work embodied in these
resolutions.
Since toTOTAL ABSTINENCE:
tal abstinence is of paramount value
to any life, and we wish to see the
people or New Mexico, and the nation, sober and sane, we pledge ourselves to work to establish this habit
!n the life of individuals.
We believe that
PROHIBITION:
prohibition is the only adequate way
of dealing with the legalized liquor
traffic: Therefore we pledge ourselves
to work at once, with all our power,
looking to God for help and guidance,
for constitutional prohibition for the
new state of New Mexico. We further pledge ourselves to tactfully educate public sentiment in our state up
to where a demand will be made for
an amendment to the federal constitution, which will once and for all time,
prohibit the manufacture and sale
of intoxicating liquors in the entire
nation.
with
We still affirm,
PURITY:
greater emphasis than ever, our belief in a white life for two; we cannot accept a double moral standard,
and rejoice that public sentiment is
rapidly growing in favor of morality
for both men and women.

NOT

,;ISS

Lenoir Lady, After Two Wcekj

A

Feels

Labor,
Grinding
Better Than Ever.

Lenoir, N. C. "I am not tired at all,
and am stouter than I have ever been,"
writes Mrs. Kate Waters, of Lenoir, N. C,
"although I have just finished a two
weeks' wash. I lay my strength to
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I have taken
a lot of it and I can never praise it
enough for what it has done for me. I
can never thank you enough for the advice you gave me, to take Cardui, for
since taking it I look so well and am
stout as a mule."
You are urged to take Cardui, that gentle, vegetable tonic, for weak women. Its
use will strengthen and build up your system, relieve or prevent headache, backache and the ailments of weak women.
It will surely help you, as it has helped
thousands of others, in the past 50 years.

M.

cross-examin-

Notice

Coal land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 325?.
Depaitaient of the Interior.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 5, 1110.
Notice Is hereby given that the fole
lowing named claimant has filed
of his intention to make final
t.roof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats.. 834), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, 1910, viz: Cristobal de Herrera, of Cuba, N. M., heir of Juan de
Jesus de Herrera, for the claim No.
3259. In Sees. 22 and 27, T. 21 N, R.
1 W.. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continous
possession of said tract for
tventy years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Victor Casaus, Guadalupe Aragon,
Ponc'ano Casados, Antonio Casados,
ail of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

M

"

Notice

Is

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 1358.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 25, 1910, viz: Reyes Jaramillo,
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1358, in
Sees. 33 and 34, T. 21 N.. R. 1 W, N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for

no-lic-

Register.

August 31, 1910
hereby given that Teodora

.

(OVitJt,
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Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

Nome

for Publication.
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Montoya, widow of Necaslo Archuleta,
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
twenty years next preceding the sur1905. made Homestead Entry (Serial
vey of the township, viz:
4
SW
06910) No. 8445, for NE
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon, Felix
Section 8, Town
SE
and NW
Montano, Francisco Aragon, all of
ship 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. MeriCuba, N. M.
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Any person who desires to protest
make final five year proof, to estab
against the allowance of said proof,
lish claim to the land above describ
or who knows of any substantial rea.
son under the laws and regulations
ed, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
of the Interior Department why such
27th day of October, 1910.
proof should not be allowed will be
Claimant names a witnesses:
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
twenty years next preceding the sur- Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
given an opportunity at the
N. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattathe witnesses of said claimall of
vey of the township, viz:
time and place to
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., lor Special
Instructions, ind
book. Home Treatment
Cristoval Casados, Tranquilino Ro- Kennedy, N. M.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
the witnesses of said claimant,
lor Women, tent in plain wrapper, on request.
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of mero, Jose Andres Archibeque, M.
Jaramillo, all of Cuba, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
claimant
submitted
Register.
that
by
to
was refused and his fee returned
Any person who desires to protest
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
him, because the government had
against the allowance of said proof,
Register.
Notice for Publication.
withdrawn the land in question from
or who knows of any substantial reaNotice for Publication.
(013811.)
son under the laws and regulations
public entry. Acting upon the advice
Notice for Publication.
(013840)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Dr.
Tablets
Shoop's
Pain
Pink
such
of friends and lawyers Yvarra remainof the Interior Department why
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
(013791)
5
Small Holding Claim No. 3245.
any
womanly
pains,
Headache,
stop
ed upon the land and cut timber from
should not be allowed will be
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4342.
20 minutes sure. proof
Department of the Interior,
it Inspector Dent caused his arrest pain, anywhere, in
of the Interior,
Small Holding Claim No. 1303.
given an opportunity at the
Department
Land
Office,
States
United
Ask
box.
25c
your
on the
time and place to
of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
upon criminal charge several days ago, Formula
Department
1910.
N.
5,
Santa
M.,
formula
Sept.
Fe,
the witnesses of said claimUnited States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Yvarra being released under bond, and druggist or doctor about this
Notice is hereby given that the fol
it's fine. Sold by The Capital Phar- ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Notice Is hereby given that the folSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 5. 1910.
the case will be heard before Comnolowing-namefiled
has
claimant
macy.
of that submitted by claimant.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- lowing named claimant has filed nomissioner Chaffee.
tice of his intention to make final
MANUEL R. OTERO,
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Civil suits have been filed, against
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claim
of
his
in
support
Notice for Publication.
Register. proof
tice of his Intention to make final proof In
of his claim under
and Sam
C. L. Hill, Henry Keese
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March proof in support of his claim under sections 16support
(013807)
and 17 of the act of March
Rhodes to regain possession of land
amended
as
1891
by
854),
Stats.,
3,
(26
Forest.
Jemez
Coal
Notice for Publication.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
which had been withdrawn, and which
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
(013793.)
.ti :o to denounce the they had filed upon in the same man
February 21, 1893 (27
made
said
be
will
proof
470), and that
V,"v.iw
urge all ner as Yvarra's.
Coal Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and t)hat said proof will
sjrv T affic" and we of
S.
Ct Stats., 470), and that said proof will be made before Juan C.
before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
our
United States Land Office.
Small Holding Claim No. 1306.
rt'iirtHm,
good people
Sandoval, U.
In connection with the Yvarra case,
n to give their sup-;Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Ocs a
of the Interior,
Department
week
this
issued
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warrants
nine
folthe
transferee
Ursulo
that
viz:
is
Notice
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1910,
of
V'.ViM.-Office.
Ocexistence..
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Segura,
it
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on
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United States Land
tober 25, 1910, viz: Luis G. Ortiz, of
moral against people who have been taking lowing named claimant has filed noof Luis Jose Romero, of Cuba, N. M., tober 25, 1910, viz: Manuel Aragon y Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4342 in
(it vi:v of the
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
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land,
from
wood
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proscribed
final
28
to
make
and 29, Lucero, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim Sees. 15 and 16, in T. 21 N., R. 1 W-- ,
tice of his intention
conditions in tue public schools, and
Notice Is hereby given that tine fol- for the claim 3245 In Sees.
had sold
the prevalence of disease arising from people claiming that Yvarraarrest and proof in support of his claim under lowing named claimant has filed no in T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
1303, in Sees. 20, 21 and 28, T. 21 N., N. M. P. M.
wood
his
after
them
the
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March tice of hi? Intention to make final
He names the following witnesses R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
immorality, we appeal to parents to
He names the following witnesses
release on bond.
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adgive wise instruction to their children
proof in support of his claim under to prove his actual continuous adverse
west
on
is
the
involved
land
The
1893
(27
ev21,
act
of
adin the home. We urge teachers
February
verse possession
by the
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcn possession of said tract for twenty to prove his actual continuous
of said tract for
with us in side of the river directly opposite the Slats., 470), and that said proof will 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the sur
erywhere to
heavis
and
diversion
U.
dam,
be made before Juan C. Sandoval,
making known these conditions and Leasburg
twenty years next preceding the sur- vey of the township, viz:
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 the township, viz:
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Oc- Stats., 470), and that said proof will
in instructing parents as to the best ily timbered.
Dionicio McCoy, Tranquilino Ro- vey of the township, viz:
Jose Andres Archibeque, M. Reyes
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S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on
Archibeque, que Valdez, all of Cuba. N. M.
Montano, Jose Andres
all of Cuba, N. M.
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We
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who desires to protest all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
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Any
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of the Interior Department why such son under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department why such
believe and gave them a fair trial. They gave years next preceding tihe survey of
He names the following witnesses
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should not be allowed will be !of the Interior Department why such proof should not be allowed will be
ad proof an
in the spirit of violence, we pledge me great relief, so continued till now the township, viz:
to prove his actual continuous
proof should not be allowed will be given an opportunity at the
opportunity at the
given
Jose A. Archibeque, Francisco A. verse possession
of said tract for
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time and place to
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time
and
place
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N.
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ods of arbitration in the settlement of
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J. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M. and submitted
Any person who desires to protest
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all difficulties whether they be beclaimant.
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by
that
of that submitted by claimant.
against the allowance of said proof, or Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
uals or wherever they exist.
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son under the laws and regulations
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Any person who desires to protest
We deMONEY AND METALS.
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Department
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e
Land
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of the Interior Department why .such
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Small Holding Claim No. mi.
Sugar 117; At
and the enactment of such new laws Amalgamated 63
Small Holding Claim No. 4267.
the witnesses of said claim- proof should not be allowed will be
Small Holding Claim No. 3248.
of the Interior,
Department
Great Northern pfd.
as will insure the keeping of the day chison 981-4- ;
d Department of the Interior,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal given an opportunity at the
United States Land Office.
Department of the Interior,
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New York Central 112
holy.
Office,
Land
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States
United
United States Land Office.
time and place to
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Reading of ttat submitted by
LEGISLATION: (a) We pledge our- Northern Pacific 1131-8- ;
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
the witnesses of said claimNotice is hereby given that the folSouthern Pacific 1131-2- ;
selves to work for the enactment of 140
fol
Notice Is hereby given that the
Register. ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Notice is hereby given that the fol- lowing named claimant has filed no1641-4- ;
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laws to protect prohibition territory Union Pacific
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nominal
115
and
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pfd.
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Notice for Publication,
tice of his Intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final proof in support of his claim under
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.
ly and unchanged; Silver 531-4s claim under proof in support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
icating. liquors.
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proof In support of
Register.
AND
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Forest
(b) We insist that our government
17 of the act ot March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26
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Jemez
16
and
sections
Dec
17.
Wheat
Stats., 854), as amended
Chicago, 111., Sept.
should hold as high a standard of
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3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
1061-8- .
1001-4- ;
May
sobriety as numerous business corpor(013817)
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said proof will
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May 561-2- .
ations do, therefore it should promote
United States Land Office.
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Oats Dec. 35
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Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
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prohibition and total abstinence prinbefore Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcPark Oct. 19.771-2- ; Jan. 18.30.
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Department
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United States Land Office.
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of his claim under
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St.
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following
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de
Julian
Donaciano Lucero, Victor Casaus,
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on OcJesus
Jose
Herrera,
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act of February 21, 1893 (27 State.,
of a Century."
Dionicio McCoy, gura, Carlos Atencio, Jose Abundlo Antonio Casaus, Oristlbal de Herrera,
tober 25, 1910, viz: Atanacio Jaramillo the
said proof will be made Tranquilino Romero,
that
and
470),
all of Cuba, N. M.
all of Cuba, N. M.
of Cuba, N. M., for the claim 1351, in
Padilla, all of Cuba, N. M.
CRUCES
C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct
PROSECUTION AT
Sees. 34 and 35, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. N. before Juan
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest
on
October
CUTTING.
26,
N.
M,
Comr., at Cuba,
FOR TIMBER
the allowance of said proof, against the allowance of said proof, against the allowance of said proof,
M. P. M.
against
ot
1910. viz:
EDitacIo Dominguez.
or who knows of any substantial rea- or who knows of any substantial rea- or who knows of any substantial rea-- .
He names the following witnesses
"I have been using Cascarets for InGovernment It After Entrymen Near somnia, with which I have been afflicted to prove hi actual continuous ad- Cuba, N. M., by his administrator, son under the laws and regulations of son under the laws and regulations son under the laws and regulations
for twenty years, and I can say that Cas- verse possession of said tract for Caslmlro Dominquez, for the claim in the Interior Department why such of the Interior Department why such of the Interior Department why such
Elephant Butte and Leasburg
carets have riven me more relief than any twenty years next preceding the sur- Sees. 24, 28, 33 and 34, T. 21 N., R. 1 proof should not be allowed will be proof should not be allowed will be proot should not be allowed will
Dam Sites In 8lerra County.
be
other remedv I have ever tried, I shall
W., N .M. P. M.
viz:
given an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the
recommend them to my friends vey of the tewnshlp,
17.
certainly
Some
witnesses
names
e
the
He
following
Luto
to
time
and place
time and place
Las Cruces, N.M., Sept.
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon y
time and place to
as being ail that they are representee;.
the witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claimthe witnesses ot said claimtime ago Victorio Yvarra went before
cero, Felix Montano, Francisco Ara- to prove his actual continuous adverse
Thos. Giltard, Elgin, 111.
tract
for twenty ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
possession of said
gon, all of Cuba, N. M.
the local land office with an appllca-- '
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taeto Good.
of that submitted by claimant
Do Good. Never SlckenJWeaken or Grip.
who desires to protest vears next preceding the surrey of of that submitted by claimant.
of that submitted by claimant
Any
person
tion to file on certain land on the west
The
In
50c.
genNever eold balk.
Mo, 25c,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1 to
against the allowance of said proof, the township, viz:
side of the river- opposite the Leasuine tablet stamped C C C Gutranl
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Luciano Gonzales, Ramon Casados,
can or root money back.
or who knows of any subptantial Tea- Register
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

"Rfl"

FLOIR

X

Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.

Hi

I

F. ANDREWS
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The
to- -

X
X

sta- -

X
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Fish Car Next Wednesday A government fish car from Leadville,
Colo., fisheries, will reach Santa Fe on
next Wednesday. It is in the southern
part of the territory just now.
Services at Church of the Holy Faith
The customary Sunday services at
j the usual
time will be held tomorrow
at the Church of the Holy Faith, East
Palace avenue, Rev. J. G. Mythen having returned from Roswell.
Train Late The train from the
south of the Santa Fe was two hours

ISBSESSSgJS

If You are in need of any

thing at the Drug Store.
GET IT AT

m REXALL

17

forecast is generally fair
night and Sunday with
tionary temperature.

Show Starts at 8 o'clock at the Elks'
tomorrow night (Sunday.)
Mrs. Otto Retsch has leased the
Claire Cafe and expects to open same
for business about September 15th.
Woman's Relief Corps The Woman's Relief Corps will meet on Monday afternoon at four o'clock, at the
home of Mrs. McBride on Grant ave-

per sack $1.65 per sack

Plllllll!

city topics

STORE

W ere it costs no more for the BEST
goods and the BEST service than you
pay elsewhere for inferior, - - - - ASK ABOUT THE REXALL GOODS

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,

The Rexall Drug Store.
231 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

late this afternoon. Passengers from
the south last evening, complained bitterly that they were compelled to wait
more than three hours at Lamy far
connection to Santa Fe.
Box
Rents
Again Postmaster
Burke wishes attention again called
to the ruling of the department that
the box rents must be paid by October
1, otherwise the boxes will have to be
closed. A number of government officials suffered
inconvenience
this
summer because this precaution was
not taken.
New Mexico Central's New Coach
The New Mexico Central has discarded the ancient coach it has been using
and today placed in service between
Santa Fe and Torrance, a new coach.
is an
ladies
j This
coach,
j with high back seats and travelers on
(that line wi!l hereafter enjoy the com-- '
forts of a modern car.
Developing Water The ditch that
has been run in the bed of the Santa
Fe river by the convicts digging for
a foundation for the retaining walls of
the executive mansion grounds, has
developed a considerable stream from
the underflow, thus giving a hint of
how water for irrigation might be de
veloped successfully in this section.
Smart Millinery, New Goods, Fall
Styles. Just reecived from Gage Brothers the latest styles in millinery for
the fall trade. The finest line of Val-- :
r
enciennes and
laces in the
city. Silk shirt waists, silk dresses,
ribbons, buttons and novelties. Come
in and see the new goods. La Moda
Millinery, Catron Block, East Side of
j

NEAT ATTIRE
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Particular care is taken that no

out-

when apparently "run to seed" a little
THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY we equally benefited by our renovation treatment
We put an entirely
STABLE
new
on
appearance
them, giving each
unless it is In perfect condition.
vehicle? clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the
Drivers spick and span. original appearance when brand new.
running.
Patrons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
and guarantee to all partons perfor use at any time of day or night work
fect satisfaction, as well as contentand our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.
fit leaves

WILLIAMS
310 San

Francisco

4 RISIG
St 'Phone 139 Re4

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

Plaza.
Minimum Was 48 Degrees The
lowest temperature yesterday was 48
degrees at 4 a. m. and the maximum
was 70 at 2 p. ni. The departure from
normal was minus 2 degrees. The
relative humidity at 6 a. m. was 84
per cent and at 6 p. m. it was 53 per
cent The average for the day was
68 per cent. The temperature at 6
o'clock this morning was 52 degrees.
Making Good, and the Value of
keeping a customer's good will at any
cost, is logically talked about in the
new advertisement today for W. N.
Townsend & Co. They are also telling why and what they handle in
ready to wear clothes for men and
made to measure clothes. It will be
well worth while to read the

THE BIG STORE

Mr. Kidder is Married Word has
been received here that C. Vincent
Kidder the archaeologist and whom the
New Hampshire newspaper correspondents have called a "millionaire
club man" has married his New York
sweetheart but is not yet en route to
Santa Fe to spend that "lune de miel"
in this land of beauty. Director Hew-et- t
of the School of American Archae
ology does not expect Mr. Kidder to
be connected with the school this
year as was at first thought but Mr.
Kidder will likely come to Santa F
later on. He has already been hert
several times and he now is regarded as an archaeologist of note.
Mrs. Neis to Speak on India An interesting lecture will be that delivered
at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow evening at
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church
by Mrs. Neis who comes here from
Fort Worth. She will talk on missionary work in India where she spent
several years. She will wear the native costume of the women of India.
Hhe Rev. B. S. Summers, pastor of the
church in speaking of Mrs. Neis, said
today: "She Is a fine speaker and
has a splendid education. She (has
large experience in foreign travel
and has been a very earnest and suc-- I
cessful worker of the Foreign Mission-jarsociety. I hope many will hear
this lecture which is about a country
that is struggling for the benefits of
civilization and Christianity such as
we enjoy."
Fidel Gonzales Shot at Four Times
Fidel Gonzales was shot at four
times this morning at his home at
He was called out of bed
to his door and the fusilade followed
but he escaped injury. Refugio Cervantes and Eugenio Hernandez were
arrested. Jealousy over a woman is
said to have been the cause.

to 100 degrees have been recorded and
may be expected to occur occasionally during July and August, although
in certain protected valleys, like the
oanta le valley, summer tempera
tures of 90 degrees or winter temper
atures of zero seldom occur. At the
low altotude stations on the flats of
the Rio Grande or the San Juan river
the average is from 50 degres to 55
degrees or 57 degrees for the annual
mean temperature, the lower Rio
Grande especially being a hot, dry region. Winter temperatures rarely- fall
to zero, and only at long intervals
have temperatures of 5 to 10 degrees
below zero been noted, while summer

'

'

WANTED

Good on

Lessons in Spanish. Pre-

P. O. Box 51, City.

line of fall and winter millinery

now complete.
I will have my usual
display soon, date announced later.
MISS A. MKJGLER.
NORTHWESTERN
NEW MEXICO.
(Continued From Page One)

j
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tain slopes 60 to SO days a year have
precipitation, and probably 100 or
slightly more in the higher mountain

districts.

The mean annual temperature of
the higher mountain regions is no
doubt less than 40 degrees, as the win- ters are long and rather severe, and
the summers are short and cool. Day
temperatures during July and August
occasionally exceed 90 per cent, but
these instances are rare. Over tiie
mountain slopes and the Continental
Divide an annual mean of 45 degrees
to 51 degrees is common; altitude, lat- itude, and local contour having much
to do with the daily temperatures and
resulting monthly and annual means.
Northern stations have fairly long
winters, or rather there are several
months during which low tempera-- ;
tures may occur,, for it is rare that
such temperatures continue many
days at a time, the winters, as a rule,
dry,, and

Die. GWC.-M- LH.
No reply was received,

mild,

most of the mountainslope,

j

1

1

and several letters, including a registered one,
for which his receipt was received, were written inquiring to why he
failed to answer. All were ignored, so the company made good, but he
didn't.
We have also showed up other "supposed," offers, and I publish this
simply to show that we are always ready to prove our claims. If you have
any doubt call or write for valuable booklet which explains all. It is free
and you will be under no expense or obligation.

'

On
bracing.
plateau,
and divide localities, minimum tem-- !
peratures of zero to 10 degrees, or1
possibly 15 degrees below zero, may
occur on one or two days each winter
in any montih from November to Feb-- ,
ruary, inclusive. On the other hand,
summer temperatures of 90 degrees j

being

$10,000,000 Offer.

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Sir: Referring to your offer of $10,000,000 for a cure for tuberculosis you no doubt have heard much about "Nature's Creation," but
really have no idea that it is a absolute cure, and particularly as we have
not called your atention to same.
However, we now have an abundance of undeniable proof, such as the
inclosed, showing that Nature's Creation is an absolute cure. Please note
particularly that its action is entirely upon the leucocytes, which is in accordance with the opinion of the most noted authorities.
We request that you send some recognized tuberculosis expert to Columbus with orders to make a thorough investigation.
We will gladly
refer him to case after case right here in Columbus even cases that have
been in various climates and had returned home to die.
We agree to pay all expenses of your expert if he should fail to substantiate our claims, also forfeit $10,000, same to be paid to any charitable
institution that you might name.
So as to be absolutely certain that we have a real cure after you have
received report from your expert, we will agree to allow you to select
twenty-fiv- e
typical cases for which we will furnish the medicine without
charge. All authorities agree that if records show that we can cure 80 per
cent of the average eases that we are entitled to your offer of $10,000,000.
We acordingly base our claim on the said twenty-fivcases and positively
agree to absolutely cure twenty of the twenty-five- .
Please act promptly, as every day means the unnecessary loss of many
valuable lives.
Very respectfully,
NATURE'S CREATION REMEDY COMPANY.
By J. WARREN CAMPBELL.
P. S. Upon payment of the $10,000,000 we would, of course, surrender
the formula, so that you could give it to the world.

LADIES.
My

closeness of high mountains, that afford air drainage, all result 1c giving
low night temperatures rather late la
the spring and early in the fall. In
the San Juan valley, damaging frost
have occurred as late as the beginning
of the first decade in May, and in the
fall as early as the close of September. Over the mountain slopes, in the
Taos and the Estancia valleys, over
the Continental Divide and the Great
Plateau, much the same conditions obtain, while in the low altitudes of the
Rio Grande valley, killing frosts generally cease from the middle to the
20th of April, and do not occur in the
fall until near the middle of October.

The following Is an exact copy of the original letter written by Nature's Creation Remedy Company (the originators of Nature's Creation.)
Columbus, Ohio, July 10, 1908.

fer one who understands the grammar
thoroughly.

L 1.

HOFFMAN, General

Sales Agent,

Barnett Building. Albuquerque. N. M.

ARTISTIC TAILORING!

"Be Sure Your Tailor is

a Man of Sense '

Hart Schaffner & Harx Ready
o Wear

This old quotation so often used, is a
good, sensible admonition at any time.
Judging from the number of men we
see wearing
poorly tailored
clothes, it would not be out of place if it
were pasted in the tops of their hats.
Perfect fitting clothes can be had.

Department
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mm
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There are no Clothes Troubles Here.
Our cutter aud Tailors are skilled artists
The clothes they make fit correctly, and
are tailored perfectly; The Fall woolens
are beautiful, and our prices are not
'iolty" in any degree.

clothes you find exactly the right thing

And if you're critical about fit, be as exacting as you please. If you cant judge
for yourself about fit-i- t's
not easy bring
a good judge with you; we'll fit you right,
or we'll not ask you to take the suit.
Here they are, Hart Schaffner & Marx goods
suits $20 to $50; overcoats $18 to $60,

If you appreciate GoodjjTailoring, let us
have your measure for your Fall garments. Test our ability!
"

Tailors-Clothiers-Haberda-

You may be just as critical as you please
about the details, of the way your coat
is cut the shape, length and curve of
the lapel, the drape of the skirts, etc.;
or the ' hang" of the trousers; here in

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Suits $25.00 to $50.00
Overcoats $18.00 to $50.00
Trousers $4.50 to $15:00

r

"
Tailors-Clothiers-Haberda-

shers

shers

Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner te Marx

N

17, 1910.

Rockefeller Refused to Make

y
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temperatures mount to 100 degrees
occasionally, and temperatures about
90 degrees my be expected to occur
many days each summer from May to
September, inclusive. The lower region of Uhe San Juan vailey has much
less warmth in winter, much resembling the mountain slopes or the Continental Divide in its winter temperatures, while its summer temperatures
are much like those of the lower Rio
Grande valley, except that the season
is not quite so long.
Liability to frost follows closely the
low temperature
conditions.'
.The
general clearness of the sky, the rapid
radiation of the day heat, and the

SEPTEMBER

ASHAN SALMON

